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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the evolution of compact binary coalescences. The
frequency of the emitted GW is indicated for the di↵erent stages. NS-NS inspirals are
observable for a few seconds to minutes. Upon the merger of the NSs, a binary with
total mass Mbinary & 3M� promptly collapses into a BH. For non-equal-mass binaries,
the forming BH will be surrounded by an accretion disk. NS-NS binaries with total
mass MNS,max < Mbinary < 3M� (where MNS,max is the mass limit of non-rotating
NSs) form a hypermassive NS with strong di↵erential rotation, which assumes a non-
axisymmetric ellipsoid shape. The hypermassive NS survives for milliseconds to a
second, eventually collapsing into a BH, potentially with an accretion disk. Very low
mass NS-NS binaries (Mbinary < MNS,max) can leave a stable NS behind. For BH-NS

binaries, after an inspiral phase observable for seconds to minutes, the NS either gets
tidally disrupted (if tidal disruption at radius Rtidal occurs before the NS could reach
the ISCO at RISCO), or it plunges into the BH (if Rtidal < RISCO). Tidal disruption
results in a BH with an accretion disk, while no accretion disk forms upon plunge. This
merger phase, along with the ringdown of the BH after plunge, lasts for milliseconds.

location and inclination of the sources is ⇠ 4⇡(D
h

/2.26)3/3 [46]. Using the current best-

guess rates of mergers, this gives tens of NS-NS and a few NS-BH binaries detected with

advanced detectors each year [46]. Additional advanced detectors, such as KAGRA [6]

or LIGO India [64], can significantly increase this range [9]. Third generation detectors

are expected to reach an order of magnitude farther than advanced detectors, i.e. to

several Gpc, and hence will be able to observe tens of thousands of events a year (e.g.,

[65]).

2.1.2. Merger phase — Depending on the binary system, the merger can progress in

multiple distinct directions with qualitatively di↵erent GW and gamma-ray emission.
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Outline 
The next decade will be the multimessenger era  
X/γ rays have provided powerful messengers 

Soft Gamma-Ray  
Repeater Gamma-Ray Burst 

Lγ~1046-47 erg/s (GF) 

Lγ~1051-52 erg/s 

GRBs and related transients in the complimentary view 
(apologizes: I decided not to cover SGRs, SMBH binaries) 



X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Detectors (Partial) 

Monitor ← 

can be resolved. The optical system of the telescope should obvi-
ously be able to achieve a point spread function matched to the pix-
el size. The electronics for signal capture and triggering should
provide a bandwidth matched to the length of Cherenkov pulses

of a few nanoseconds. The performance of an array is also depen-
dent on the triggering strategy. Cherenkov emission from air show-
ers has to be separated in real time from the high flux of night sky
background photons, based on individual images and the stereo-
scopic combination of images from several telescopes. The raw data
stream from Cherenkov telescopes is far too large to be recorded
without any reduction.

Besides mirror area, the FoV is another important parameter of
a telescope. A relatively large FoV is mandatory for the widely
spaced telescopes of the high-energy array, since the distance of
the image from the camera centre scales with the distance of the
impact point of the air shower to the telescope. The optimum size
of the FoV is not easy to determine. From the science point of view,
a large FoV is highly desirable, since it allows (i) the detection of
high-energy showers at large impact distance without image trun-
cation, (ii) the efficient study of extended sources and of diffuse
emission regions, and (iii) large-scale surveys of the sky and the
study of clustered sources, e.g. in the band of the Milky Way. In
addition, a larger FoV generally helps to improve the uniformity
of the camera and to reduce background systematics. However, lar-
ger FoV for a given pixel size results in rapidly growing cost for lar-
ger numbers of photo-sensors and electronics channels. A large

Fig. 1. The basic CTA concept. Artist’s view of the central part of a possible array configuration. Four LSTs, !30 MSTs, and !50 SSTs, at larger distances, scattered over several
square kilometres.

Fig. 2. The baseline design for an LST of 23 m diameter, with 4.5! FoV and 2500
pixels of 0.1! diameter.

Fig. 3. The baseline design for the 12 m diameter MST of Davies–Cotton type, with
8! FoV and 1500 pixels of 0.18!.

Fig. 4. The design for a Schwarzschild–Couder dual-mirror MST, with a compact
camera close to the secondary mirror. It will have a FoV of 8! diameter, consisting of
11000 square pixels of 0.067! side length.
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Energy range: >EeV 
FOV: ~2π sr 
Ang. res. ~1 deg 
Duty cycle: ~100%  

Energy range: 0.1-100 TeV  
FOV: ~2π sr 
Ang. res.: ~0.3-0.7 deg 
Duty cycle: ~95% 

Energy: 8 keV-30 MeV 
FOV: ~4π sr  
Localization: <5-15 deg 

Energy: 0.02-300 GeV  
FOV: ~2.4 sr  
Localization: <1 deg 

→ follow-up 

Energy range: ~10 GeV-100 TeV 
FOV: ~20 deg2 

Ang. res.: ~0.05 deg  
Duty cycle: ~10% 

Water Cherenkov 

Fermi/LAT Swift/XRT NuSTAR 

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope 

Fermi/GBM 

Energy: 0.2-10 keV  
FOV: 23.6x23.6 arcmin  
Ang. Res. ~20 arcsec 
Follow-up: <100 s 

Energy: 6-80 keV  
FOV: 12x12 arcmin  
Ang. res. ~45 arcsec 
Follow-up: <24 hr  

Water Cherenkov Air Shower 
Array 



Gamma-Ray Detectors: Sensitivity Comparison 

cf. Swift/BAT: ~2x10-9 erg cm-2 s-1, Swift/XRT: ~2x10-14 erg cm-2 s-1 (104 s), 
     WF-MAXI: 10-9 erg cm-2 s-1, NuSTAR: 10-14 erg cm-2 s-1 (106 s)  

suggests an economic optimum in the cost per source-hour at
around a FoV of 6–8!.

Detailed studies related to dish and mirror technology and
costs, and the per-channel cost of the detection system, justify
the FoV and pixel size for the various telescope designs shown in
Figs. 1–5.

The detailed design of these telescopes, their structures, reflec-
tors and cameras, is largely based on well-proven technologies
developed for the telescopes of H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS, yet,
significantly improved in terms of reliability, availability, main-
tainability and safety (RAMS). Some novel design features are
extensively tested and benefit greatly from the general experience
gained in current projects.

The main design drivers for these telescopes are the following:
LSTs: The desire to rapidly repoint the telescopes for rapid GRB

follow-up motivates the choice of a light-weight structure of stiff
carbon tubes holding a 23 m diameter reflector, similar to the MA-
GIC design. At most, four of these telescopes will be used in each
CTA observatory. Their design is optimised to reach the best perfor-
mance with lowest-possible energy threshold. The baseline design
has a parabolic mirror with 27.8 m focal length, 4.5! FoV and 0.1!
pixels using PMTs (see Fig. 2).

MSTs: The MST design is a blend between the H.E.S.S. and VERI-
TAS concepts for a 12 m diameter Davies–Cotton reflector, opti-
mised for reliability, simplicity and cost-saving, given that of the
order of 30 such telescopes will be used at each site. The optical

design foresees 16 m focal length, 7–8! FoV and 0.18! pixels
(Fig. 3). Currently a full-scale prototype is under construction. In
addition to these telescopes, CTA is exploring a design for a dual-
mirror MST. This design might become a first extension of the
southern CTA array, where as many as 36 telescopes could comple-
ment the baseline MST array. It has a Schwarzschild-Couder optics
providing a 10! FoV and a very small plate scale. The latter allows
for much finer pixelation and the use of much cheaper photo sen-
sors (either multi-anode photomultiplier tubes or Silicon photo-
multipliers) in the camera. This is a completely new concept for
IACTs and a prototype to prove its viability is being constructed
(Fig. 4).

SSTs: A rather large number (35–70, depending on cost) of
small-size telescopes spread out over a large area are needed to
reach the desired sensitivity at the highest energies. Therefore,
the cost per telescope is one of the strongest drivers in the choice
of the technology. In principle the SSTs could be designed as a sim-
plified and downscaled version of the MSTs. However, the need for
a large FoV due to the large inter-telescope spacing, would lead to
the cost of the camera dominating the total SST cost. Therefore, dif-
ferent solutions are being explored (Fig. 5). Possibilities are, for in-
stance, the use of compact dual-mirror Schwarzschild–Couder (SC)
optical design, with a very small plate scale (allowing for a small
and thus inexpensive camera) or Davies–Cotton telescopes with
cameras using the same new and inexpensive photosensor tech-
nologies that are proposed for the SC MST design. At present, dif-
ferent prototypes of both options are being developed to evaluate
the feasibility and cost.

B
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Fig. 6. Different possible array layouts with estimated construction costs within the assumed budget. The circle sizes (not to scale) identify LSTs (large circles), MSTs (mid-
size circles) and SSTs (small circles). The array with the most balanced performance in MC production 1 was array E.

Fig. 7. Differential sensitivity (in units of the energy-dependent flux of the Crab
nebula) for array E (50 h, 5r, 5% background, 10 events, alpha = 0.2, i.e. intervals of
the decimal exponent of 0.2 meaning 5 logarithmic bins per energy decade). Thin
lines with small symbols illustrate the limited impact of a reduced dynamic range
of the readout electronics (clipped at 1000 photoelectrons). The dashed black line
with diamonds, shows the sensitivity if there was no electron background.

Fig. 8. Integral sensitivity for CTA from MC simulations, together with the
sensitivities in comparable conditions (50 h for IACTs, 1 year for Fermi-LAT and
HAWC) for some gamma-ray observatories.
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Strategy & Outline 

GW+EM – many motivations: 
distance determination, host galaxy & source environments,  
explosion mechanism, outflow (jet) physics, nucleosynthesis 
 
Localization by GW detectors ~ a few degrees2  
•  wide-field monitor (ideal for bright transients: ex. GRBs) 

GW & X/γ rays: coincident detection 
w. interplanetary network (ex. Aasi+ arXiv:1403.6639) 

•  detailed follow-ups (necessary for faint transients) 
GW → X/γ rays or GW → better local. w. optical/X  → X/γ rays  

     
    cf. γ-ray detection by Fermi/Swift → CTA search  
         ~1-2 long GRBs yr-1 (Kakuwa, KM+ 12 MNRAS) 



Short GRBs: Questions and Motivations 

•  Eiso~1049-1051 erg << 1052-54 erg for long GRBs 
•  Various hosts including elliptical galaxies  
•  Leading candidates: NS-NS (or BH-NS) mergers 

But some short GRBs show extended emission 
Concerns about contamination by long GRBs 
 
 
 
 

Prochaska+ 

Barthelmy+ 



Short GRBs: Emission from Relativistic Jets 

obs. rate ~10 Gpc-3 yr-1 (~0.2 yr-1 within 200 Mpc) 
true rate: ~1000 Gpc-3 yr-1 (θ/10 deg)-2 
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Figure 1. The lower curve plots equation (8), the detection rate
of binary NS mergers by a single aLIGO interferometer (Dh = 197
Mpc) as a function of SGRB beaming angle, using RLow = 8
Gpc!3yr!1 (see Table 2). The upper curve assumes a coincidence
search with aLIGO and Virgo interferometers with Dh = 341
Mpc. Both horizon distances used to calculates detection rates
are angle averaged over all binary orientations. The dashed curve
is the same as the upper curve but using the upper rate excluding
GRB 080905 (see Table 1. for caveats).

detection rate for aLIGO of (0.4, 40, 400) yr!1 for low, re-
alistic and high detection rates respectively. In our study,
an optimal coincidence search at aLIGO/Virgo sensitivities,
with Dh = 341 Mpc, the detection rate increases to (1!180)
yr!1.

Figure 1 plots the detection rate for a single aLIGO in-
terferometer (Dh = 197 Mpc), and an optimal coincidence
search with aLIGO/Virgo (Dh = 341 Mpc), as a function
of SGRB beaming angle using equation (8). We use the
SGRB rate density 8 Gpc!3 yr!1 (see Table 2) that assumes
isotropic emission.

Our detection rate is similar to the lower and realistic
rates based on population synthesis simulations using Galac-
tic pulsar observations. The rates are also compatible with
those of Guetta & Piran (2006), who employ a luminosity
function and SGRB rate evolution.

5 DISCUSSION

It has been suggested that the observed SGRB population is
presently not a useful constraint on rate estimates for com-
pact binary mergers (Ab10). The justification of this argu-
ment stems from the fraction (if any) of binary NS mergers
that will produce an SGRB. Another issue is that SGRB ob-
servations by Swift and subsequent follow-up in optical are
a!ected by selection e!ects and uncertainty in the beaming
angles. If SGRB/SGRB-EE have an intrinsic average beam-
ing angle of " 50", then the jet-break times may not occur
until weeks after the burst, when the afterglow is too faint
in the optical.

The SGRB rate density depends on the spatial-
distribution of the sources, but because redshift measure-
ment depends on a bright afterglow, the spatial distri-
bution is biased to the brighter bursts that are nearby
(Coward et al. 2008; Coward 2009; Imerito et al. 2009).
Hence, for the majority of bursts with a faint afterglow, red-

shift measurement is more di"cult. We attempt to crudely
correct for this bias by boosting the calculated rate by the
fraction of bursts without measured redshift to those with
redshift, assuming the missing redshifts follow the same dis-
tribution as the observed redshifts. This assumption is rea-
sonable (in this work) because the rate density is dominated
by those faint bursts in the smallest Vmax.

Hence, there are two main sources of selection e!ects
and biases. Firstly, there are the satellite detectors, exempli-
fied by the significant di!erence between BATSE and Swift

SGRB detection e"ciencies. Secondly, there is the problem
of obtaining a redshift either from the host galaxy or the
afterglow itself (as highlighted above). We have shown that
these detection biases should be considered when attempt-
ing to use the current (and future) SGRB detections for con-
straining rate evolution, rate densities and linking SGRBs
to binary NS mergers.

The binary NS gravitational-wave detection rate esti-
mates are based on calculating an intrinsic SGRB rate den-
sity using Swift localized bursts, taking into account domi-
nant selection e!ects. This approach, based on observational
data is very di!erent from that based on Galactic binary
pulsar observations and modelled population synthesis. In
the latter, Ab10 use the observed Galactic binary pulsar
population and extrapolate a NS merger rate density out
to the aLIGO and Virgo detection horizon. Conversely, our
approach avoids this extrapolation because it is essentially
an observed rate extending well beyond the average sensitiv-
ity distances of the upcoming gravitational-wave searches for
compact binaries (about 300 Mpc or z = 0.07 for aLIGO and
Virgo interferometers) and, moreover, a significant fraction
of SGRBs are observed in association with evolved stellar
populations.

In conclusion, the upcoming gravitational-wave detec-
tion era will be fundamental for resolving the SGRB–binary
NS merger connection, since an unequivocal association be-
tween SGRBs and binary NS mergers will only be possible
via coincident gravitational-wave and electromagnetic obser-
vations. Ultimately, a comparison beteween the SGRB rate
density and the gravitational-wave detection rate will help
constrain the fraction of binary NS mergers that give rise to
SGRBs and the SGRB beaming angle distribution.
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in GRB 130603B.
We note that of the ! 10 short GRBs with X-ray obser-

vations to !t ! 1 d, two events, GRBs 050724 and 080503,
also exhibited late-time X-ray excess emission on timescales
of !t " 1− 2 d (Grupe et al. 2006; Perley et al. 2009). How-
ever, unlike GRB 130603B, these bursts both had corre-
sponding behavior in the optical bands (Malesani et al. 2007;
Perley et al. 2009), suggesting that the optical and X-ray
emission were from the same emitting region.

6. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS SHORT GRBS
The broad-band afterglow observations of GRB 130603B

provide the second detection of a multi-wavelength jet break
in a short GRB, and the first detection of a jet break in
the radio band. Radio afterglow emission has thus far been
detected in two short GRBs: GRB 050724A (Berger et al.
2005), GRB 051221A (Soderberg et al. 2006). The ability to
monitor the radio afterglow of GRB130603B at a flux density
level of " 0.1 mJy highlights the improved sensitivity of the
VLA.
Indeed, the radio evolution can provide an important

constraint on the progenitor. In the context of the com-
pact object binary progenitor, the radioactive decay of r-
process elements in the sub-relativistic merger ejecta is pre-
dicted to produce transient emission, termed a “kilonova”
(Li & Paczyński 1998; Metzger et al. 2010; Goriely et al.
2011; Roberts et al. 2011; Rosswog et al. 2013), which is ex-
pected to peak in the NIR (Barnes & Kasen 2013; Kasen et al.
2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013). Late-time NIR emis-
sion in GRB 130603B detected with the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (Figure 2; Berger et al. 2013; Tanvir et al. 2013) has
been interpreted as the first detection of a r-process kilonova.
An alternative scenario to explain the excess NIR emission
of GRB 130603B may be a wide, mildly relativistic com-
ponent of a structured jet (Jin et al. 2013) which has been
used to explain the light curve behavior of a handful of long
GRBs (e.g., Berger et al. 2003; Sheth et al. 2003; Peng et al.
2005; Racusin et al. 2008). In this scenario, the predicted
radio emission is similarly boosted, and will be ! 80µJy at
!t ! 84 d, the time of our final radio observations (Jin et al.
2013). Instead, the non-detection of any radio emission to
" 34µJy provides a strong constraint on the existence of a
two component jet, and supports the kilonova interpretation
of the NIR emission.
The detection of a jet break in GRB130603B leads

to an opening angle measurement of 4 − 14!, with a
more likely range of 4 − 8!. This opening angle is
the fourth10 such measurement for a short GRB after
GRB051221A (7!; Soderberg et al. 2006), GRB090426 (5−
7!; Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al. 2011), and GRB 111020A (3 −
8!; Fong et al. 2012). From these four short GRB opening
angle measurements, the median is #" j$ ! 6! (Figure 3).
The non-detections of jet breaks can provide lower lim-

its on the opening angles, assuming on-axis orientation,
as off-axis observing angles could disguise jet breaks
(van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012, 2013). Indeed, such non-
detections to timescales of " 1 day with Swift/XRT have
led to lower limits of " j ! 2 − 6! (Fong et al. 2012), while
monitoring with more sensitive instruments such as Chan-
dra and XMM-Newton to timescales of " 1 week has led to
more meaningful limits of " j ! 10−25! (Figure 3; Fox et al.
11 We note that Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al. (2012) claimed a jet break in the

GRB090305A afterglow but this is based on a single optical data point.
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Figure 3. Distribution of opening angles for long (red) and short
(blue) GRBs, updated from Fong et al. (2012). Arrows represent up-
per and lower limits. The long GRB population includes pre-Swift
(Frail et al. 2001; Berger et al. 2003; Bloom et al. 2003; Ghirlanda et al.
2004; Friedman & Bloom 2005), Swift (Racusin et al. 2009; Filgas et al.
2011), and Fermi (Cenko et al. 2010; Goldstein et al. 2011; Cenko et al.
2011) bursts. For short GRBs, the existing measurements are GRB051221A
(7!; Soderberg et al. 2006), GRB 090426 (5 − 7!, assigned 6! here;
Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al. 2011), GRB111020A (3 − 8!, assigned 5.5! here;
Fong et al. 2012) and GRB 130603B (4 − 8!, assigned 6! here; this work).
Short GRB lower limits are from the non-detection of jet breaks in Swift/XRT
data (Fong et al. 2012), Chandra data for GRBs 050724A (Grupe et al.
2006), 101219A (Fong et al. 2013), 111117A (Margutti et al. 2012a;
Sakamoto et al. 2013), and 120804A (Berger et al. 2013) and optical data
for GRBs 050709 (Fox et al. 2005) and 081226A (Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al.
2012).

2005; Grupe et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2013). The search for
jet breaks has been less fruitful in the optical bands, pri-
marily due to the intrinsic faintness of the optical after-
glows and contamination from host galaxies. Indeed, the
sole lower limit from a well-sampled optical light curve is
from GRB 081226A, with " j ! 3! (Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al.
2012), while we conservatively adopt a lower limit of " j! 15!
for GRB 050709 based on a sparsely-sampled optical light
curve (Fox et al. 2005). Using the measured opening angles
and lower limits of! 10−25!, a likely median for short GRBs
is #" j$ ! 10!.
The opening angle distribution of short GRBs impacts

the true energy scale and event rate. The true energy is
lower than the isotropic-equivalent value by the beaming
factor, fb ( fb % 1 − cos(" j), E = fbEiso), while the actual
event rate is increased by f −1b . For GRB 130603B, with
an opening angle of ! 4 − 8!, the resulting beaming factor
is fb ! (0.2 − 1)& 10−2. Therefore, the true energies are
E! ! (0.5 − 2)& 1049 erg and EK ! (0.1 − 1.6)& 1049 erg.
The small population of short GRBs with well-constrained
opening angles have beaming-corrected energies of E! !
EK ! 1049 erg (Soderberg et al. 2006; Burrows et al. 2006;
Grupe et al. 2006; Fong et al. 2012; Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al.
2012), roughly two orders of magnitude below the inferred
true energies for long GRBs (Frail et al. 2001; Bloom et al.
2003; Kocevski & Butler 2008; Racusin et al. 2009).
The true event rate is elevated compared to the observed

rate by f −1b . The current estimated observed short GRB
volumetric rate is ! 10 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Nakar et al. 2006).
For a median opening angle of ! 10!, the median in-

Fong+ 13 Coward+ 

Testing the meger paradigm for short GRBs  



Isotropic Mass Ejection: Merger Remnant 

Ekin~ 10-2 Msun (0.1c)2 ~ 1051 erg << EGW 

Detectable w. detailed X-ray follow-ups   
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TABLE I: Model parameters

Symbols Fiducial

Ejected mass M 10!2M"

Initial speed of ejecta ! 0.3

Number density of ambient matter n 1 cm!3

Energy fraction of electrons "e 0.1

Energy fraction of magnetic fields "B 10!2

Spectral index s 2.2

Gyrofactor # 1

Fraction of accelerated electrons $ 1

Distance D 100 Mpc
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FIG. 1: SED of a NSBMR at t = tdec and D = 100 Mpc with
the fiducial model parameters in Table I. The di!erential
sensitivity curves of X-ray and gamma-ray instruments are
also indicated: Chandra and Astro-H (100 ks; http://astro-
h.isas.jaxa.jp/researchers/sim/sensitivity.html), the Fermi-
LAT (1 year for the survey mode) [58], and CTA (50 hours;
the goal sensitivity) [51].

ASTRO-H, the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT), and
CTA are also plotted. Note that the di!erential sensitiv-
ity of XMM -Newton is roughly 50% better than that of
Chandra though it is not plotted.
The lower energy component (<! 1021 Hz) consists of

synchrotron radiation. The SED of the synchrotron ra-
diation peaks at ! = !p,syn in an optical band as analyt-
ically estimated as [59]

!p,syn = 0.58
3"2

c eB

2#mec

= 5" 1014$!3/2
B,!2M

!2/3
!2 n!5/6

0 %!1
0.3 Hz, (21)

as long as electrons are predominantly cooled by syn-
chrotron radiation (Eq. 16) in the slow cooling regime
and 2 < s < 3. The coe"cient of 0.58 is a slight mod-
ification to the characteristic frequency of synchrotron
radiation, which is obtained by a numerical calculation
that the SED of the synchrotron radiation of an electron
with certain energy peaks at 0.58 times the characteris-

tic frequency. The roll-o! frequency of the synchrotron
radiation !max

syn is also analytically estimated in the same
way by replacing "c by "max,

!max
syn =

!

9" 1020&!1%2
0.3 Hz (& < &b)

2" 1027&!2$3/2B,!2M
2/3
!2 n5/6

0 %5
0.3 Hz (& # &b),

(22)

when !max
syn is regarded as a function of &. Since the roll-o!

frequency is limited by synchrotron cooling here, the up-
per formula is applied. The numerical calculation repro-
duces these analytical estimations very well. The e!ect
of synchrotron self-absorption appears below ! 2 " 108

Hz.
The higher energy component (>! 1021 Hz) results from

the SSC emission of electrons. The photon energy at the
SED peak of the SSC emission is

Ep,SSC !
4

3
"2
ch!p,syn

= 5" 1010$!7/2
B,!2M

!4/3
!2 n!13/6

0 %!3
0.3 eV, (23)

where h is Planck constant. This is described in the
unit of eV according to convention of gamma-ray com-
munities. This value is also reproduced in the numerical
calculation.
In figure 1 the flux of synchrotron radiation is higher

than the sensitivity curves of Chandra and Astro-H in
soft X-ray bands, while the SSC emission is far from the
sensitivity of the gamma-ray observatories. Note that
the sensitivity of Astro-H is the highest at its lowest en-
ergy range. Therefore, NSBMRs are detectable in X-rays
bands under the fiducial parameter set. However, the flux
of the SED peak is ! 4" 10!15 erg cm!2 s!1, being two
orders of magnitude smaller than the maximally achiev-
able bolometric flux fmax (Eq. 3). This is because 1) only
electrons with " > "c e"ciently radiate while the lower
energy electrons have larger energy due to s > 2 and 2)
the SED spreads over a wide range. The ratio of the en-
ergies in electrons above and below "c can be roughly es-
timated as ["2

cdN/d"("c)]/["2
mdN/d"("m)] $ 0.1. Also,

the radiation is distributed over more than ten orders
of magnitude in frequency, which reduces the flux in a
band by ! 0.1. These two e!ects explain the two-order-
of-magnitude di!erence.

B. Parameter dependence on particle acceleration

The fraction of electrons participating in particle ac-
celeration ' can be less than unity in analogy with SNRs.
It has commonly believed that a part of bulk electrons
are accelerated in SNRs. However, the fraction of accel-
erated electrons is di"cult to firmly predict from particle
acceleration theories at present. Thus, ' is treated as a
free parameter and its dependence is examined.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the NSBMR SED

at t = tdec and D = 100 Mpc on the number fraction
of accelerated electrons ' to the bulk electrons. In all
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days after the mergers of NSBs [30, 31]. Recent studies
with detailed opacity treatment including elements heav-
ier than iron groups have indicated that macronovae are
longer and softer events than those previously thought,
over a week in infrared bands [32–34]. A recent near-
infrared observation of short GRB 130603B by the Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) at a post-burst phase finds
radiation consistent with a macronova [35, 36]. Although
this radiation can be also interpreted as an afterglow, this
observation implies mass ejection withM ! 10!2M" and
! ! 0.1 if this is from a macronova.

The subsequent evolution of the subrelativistic ejecta is
very similar to that of supernova remnants (SNRs). The
ejecta expand freely in the initial phase [27]. Then, they
start to strongly interact with the interstellar medium
(ISM) and to be decelerated when the mass of the swept-
up ISM becomes comparable to the ejecta mass, entering
into the Sedov-Taylor phase (e.g., [37]). The evolution
of NSB remnants is generally faster than that of SNRs
due to smaller ejected mass and the higher velocity of the
ejecta. Note that the word of remnants is used for the
remnants generated by interactions between the ejecta
and the ISM, analogously to SNRs, not NSs or BHs pro-
duced by mergers throughout this paper. A fraction of
the kinetic energy of the ejecta is converted to the energy
of particles, i.e., the particles are accelerated at a forward
shock in the remnants. In the magnetized medium, accel-
erated relativistic electrons radiate synchrotron photons
in radio bands [38–40].

In this paper, we show that relativistic electrons ac-
celerated at the forward shocks of NSB remnants can
also emit X-rays and gamma rays in the framework of
a synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) model (e.g., [41, 42]).
Emission by SSC is inevitably present in a magnetized
system with relativistic electrons. The ejecta of a NS-
NS merger expand to the entire directions; NS material
expands to the equatorial plane mainly due to tidal in-
teraction, and it also expands along the rotational axis
due to shock heating (e.g., [15]). The ratio of the veloc-
ities of the former and latter components is ! 2 : 1 in
fully general relativistic simulations [15], while the for-
mer component is dominant, i.e., anisotropy is larger, in
Newtonian simulations (i.e., [43]) due to weaker gravity
in the vicinity of the NSs than general relativity. In both
cases, the expansion of the ejecta is reasonably approxi-
mated to be isotropic. A recent simulation revealing that
radioactive heating quickly smooths out inhomogeneities
in the initial mass distribution also supports this approxi-
mation [44]. Although NS-NS mergers could also produce
the relativistic ejecta by the shock breakout [19], we con-
sider only the subrelativistic ejecta in this study. On
the other hand, the ejecta of a BH-NS merger expand
anisotropically at the initial phase. Then, when they are
decelerated by interactions with the ISM, they start to
expand in a nearly isotropic manner because their lateral
expansion speed is roughly the sound speed comparable
with the speed of the shock. Thus, we emphasize that
the model based on the approximation of the isotropic

expansion in this paper is also applicable to the cases of
BH-NS mergers.

It is worth noting that there are few models for X-
ray and higher energy emission associated with GWs.
Isotropic emission is eagerly anticipated to find electro-
magnetic counterparts that help the localization of GW
sources because the SGRB jet, if any, is o!-axis in most
cases and not able to be detected. X-ray emission in the
inspiral phase is proposed, which may be precursors of
SGRBs [45–47]. The relativistic ejecta driven by acceler-
ating shock waves generated just after the collision of NSs
produce non-thermal electrons via shock acceleration,
emitting synchrotron radiation [19]. The synchrotron
emission reaches X-ray energies and is radiated almost
isotropically because the ejecta expand nearly isotropi-
cally. Another model is the early ”afterglow” of a NS-NS
merger lasting several thousand seconds powered by the
dissipation of the kinetic energy of the magnetized wind
from a rapidly-spinning massive NS [48]. This model
predicts a large opening angle of emission compared to
SGRBs (30#–40# for a reasonable parameter choice [49]),
which is determined by the balance between the pressure
of the magnetar wind nebula and ejecta. Also, high-
energy neutrinos from magnetar wind nebulae are pro-
posed [50]. Compared to these models our model is based
on more conservative mass ejection, i.e., dynamical mass
ejection, confirmed by numerical simulations. Also, this
study is the first estimation of inverse-Compton-scattered
photons for isotropic radiation.

This paper is laid out as follows. We start with the
description of our model in Section II. Then, we show
the spectral energy distribution (SED) of NSB merger
remnants (NSBMRs) and investigate their dependence
on parameters related to particle acceleration in Section
III. The detectability of the emission is discussed with
particular attention to possible backgrounds in Section
IV. Then, we discuss the dependence of the SED on
parameters of the environments and the ejecta properties
of the merger, and examine possible hadronic emission in
Section V. Then, this study is summarized in Section VI.

II. THE MODEL

Consider mass M dynamically ejected isotropically
from a NS-NS merger with the speed of !c. The ejecta
initially expand freely and isotropically, and sweep up
the surrounding ISM with the number density n. When
the total mass of the swept ISM becomes comparable
with M , the ejecta are started to be decelerated and the
expansion enters into the Sedov-Taylor phase. A strong
forward shock is generated where particles are acceler-
ated. The deceleration radius is

Rdec =

!

3M

4"nmp

"1/3

= 1" 1018M1/3
!2 n!1/3

0 cm, (1)
3

and the corresponding deceleration time tdec is

tdec =
Rdec

!c
= 5M1/3

!2 n!1/3
0 !!1

0.3 yr, (2)

where M!2 = M/(10!2M"), n0 = n/100 cm, !0.3 =
!/0.3, andmp is the proton mass. In the case of a BH-NS
merger, the deceleration radius and time may be modi-
fied by a factor of (4"/!")1/3 where !" is the solid
angle where NS material is initially ejected. This factor
is small, only ! 2 according to general relativistic simu-
lations [27]. Thus, although the calculation results below
assume isotropic mass ejection, they can be reasonably
applied to the BH-NS merger cases just by replacing pa-
rameters with those of BH-NS mergers. Throughout this
paper we estimate emission from accelerated electrons at
t = tdec when it is the most luminous.
Let us roughly estimate the bolometric flux of emis-

sion from a NSBMR occurred at D = 100 Mpc from
the Earth. We assume that relativistic electrons have
a fraction #e of the total kinetic energy of the ejecta
E = M!2c2/2. If the energy of the electrons is converted
into radiation at t = tdec, the bolometric flux is

fmax =
#eE

4"D2tdec

" 4# 10!13#e,!1M
2/3
!2 !3

0.3n
1/3
0

#D!2
2 erg cm!2 s!1, (3)

where #e,!1 = #e/10!1 and D2 = D/102 Mpc. This
numerical value is well above the sensitivity of active X-
ray telescopes such as Chandra X-ray observatory, the
X-ray Multi-mirror Mission Newton (XMM -Newton),
Suzaku X-ray telescope in soft X-ray ranges for point-
like sources. Also, it is comparable with the sensitivity
of the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) in the very-
high-energy (> 100 GeV) range [51]. The distance of 100
Mpc is within the horizon of aLIGO and AdV to NS-NS
and BH-NS binaries [8]. Given a NS-NS merger rate per
galaxy of ! 10!4 yr!1 from known NS-NS mergers in the
Milky Way and the number density of galaxies of ! 10!2

Mpc!3, the number of NS-NS binary merger remnants
within the distance of D can be estimated as

NMR !
!

10!4yr!1
" !

10!2Mpc!3
" 4"

3
D3tdec

! 21D3
2M

1/3
!2 n!1/3

0 !!1
0.3 . (4)

Therefore, high-energy emission from NSBMRs may be-
come good observational targets for these instruments if
they produce photons in the high-energy bands. Thus,
we consider NSBMRs within 100 Mpc throughout this
paper that allow us to neglect cosmological e#ects. The
detection of such high-energy photons can confirm that
electrons are accelerated.
We calculate the broadband SED of NSBMRs in the

framework of a SSC model with a numerical code devel-
oped in [52]. In the SSC model synchrotron radiation

and SSC emission are calculated based on a given elec-
tron spectrum and the strength of magnetic fields. The
inverse Compton scattering (ICS) of cosmic microwave
background photons and bremsstrahlung are negligible
in the range surveyed in this study. The model param-
eters defined in this Section are summarized in Table I.
The table also exhibits the fiducial parameters used in
this study for NS-NS merger remnants. In the cases of
BH-NS merger remnants, a larger value of the ejected
mass M (! 0.1M") can be allowed [27].
We assume that a fraction #B of internal energy re-

leased at the forward shock is converted to the energy
of magnetic fields downstream of the shock. Rankine-
Hugoniot relations indicate that the released internal en-
ergy density is 9nmp!2c2/8 for a non-relativistic gas, and
therefore the strength of the magnetic fields is

B = (9"#Bnmp)
1/2 !c = 6# 10!3#1/2B,!2n

1/2
0 !0.3 G, (5)

where #B,!2 = #B/10!2.
The spectrum of accelerated electrons at injection is

assumed to be a power-law function with the index of s in
the range from the minimum Lorentz factor at injection
$m and the maximum Lorentz factor of electrons $max

following di#usive shock acceleration [53, 54],

dN

d$
($) = Ñ$!s ($m < $ < $max), (6)

where $ is the Lorentz factor of electrons and Ñ is the
normalization factor of the total number of electrons.
The maximum Lorentz factor of electrons can be es-

timated by equating the time scale of particle acceler-
ation and the minimum time scale among the dynami-
cal timescale tdyn = Rdec/!c (= tdec in this study) and
cooling time scales. The acceleration time scale is esti-
mated in the framework of di#usive shock acceleration
for a parallel shock in the test particle approximation as
(e.g., [53, 54])

tacc =
20%rL
3!2c

, (7)

and the Larmor radius of the particles rL is

rL =
$mec2

eB
, (8)

where me is the electron mass, e is the absolute electric
charge of an electron, and % $ 1 is called a gyrofactor,
representing particle acceleration e$ciency; a larger % re-
sults in less e$cient acceleration because particles require
more time to go back and forth between the downstream
and upstream of the shock. Although X-ray observa-
tions have revealed % ! 1 in the cases of shell-type SNRs
[55, 56], it is still di$cult to predict the value of % from
theories. Thus, we treat % as a free parameter.
Electrons are cooled predominantly by synchrotron ra-

diation with the time scale of

tsyn =
6"mec

&T $B2
, (9)

Sedov radius 

Sedov time 

n=1 cm-3 

εe=0.1  
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DNS Mergers: Other Possibilities 

Relativistic shock breakout Precursor 

far from the shear layer, the configuration resembles the
dipole rotator solution of Ref. [37] that describes pulsar
emission. This similarity is natural because the system has a
net effective dipolar moment at leading order, although the
symmetry of the binary system implies an (approximate)
periodicity in the solution given by half the orbital period.

As the orbit proceeds, both the U=U and the U=D cases
develop current sheets. In the U=D case, they begin
between the stars on the orbital plane and propagate out-
ward in a spiral pattern. In the U=U case, the current sheet
first arises at far distances. For rotating astrophysical sys-
tems, one defines the light cylinder as the radius at which
the tangential linear velocity of a corotating magnetic field
is equal to the speed of light. It is at the light cylinder for
the U=U case that the current sheet first develops and
continues inward, also with a spiral pattern, as the orbit
tightens.

In the case of U=u, the magnetic field of the first star
eventually dominates that of the companion even near its
surface. Thus, the field is largely described as an inspiral-
ing dipole perturbed by the induction of the companion. An
interesting effect arises as the magnetic field lines from the
strongly magnetized star slide off the companion’s surface
and reconnect behind the star. This reconnection produces
a dissipation tail as illustrated in Fig. 1. The extent of this
tail gradually grows as the merger progresses, populating a
localized current sheet behind the weakly magnetized star.

A qualitative understanding of the radiation from these
three configurations, including the angular distribution,
can be obtained from the Poynting flux shown in Fig. 2.
Both the U=D and U=U cases radiate most strongly along
the shear layer between the two stars, and as a consequence
their radiation is partially collimated. Indeed, the flux
density in a polar cap (with opening angle of !o < 30!)
is larger than the average density by factors of 2:5" and
1:9" , accounting for 1=3 and 1=4 of the total power,
respectively. In contrast, the U=u case radiates mainly on
the equatorial plane and primarily in the direction of the
strongly magnetized star with 2=3 of the total energy
radiated between 60! <!o < 90!.

A more quantitative measurement of the electromag-
netic radiation of these systems is provided by integrating
the Poynting flux over an encompassing sphere located at
Rext # 180 km. Figure 3 displays this Poynting luminosity

FIG. 1 (color online). Magnetic field configurations (field
lines) and current sheets (orange regions) for—from left to
right—the U=D, U=U, and U=u cases at time t # $1:7 ms. In
all panels, the magnetic field strength varies from 108 (blue
regions) to 1011 (red regions) G. The current sheet for the U=U
case arises far outside the binary, whereas that for the U=D
case arises between the stars and spirals outward. A trailing
dissipation tail is induced in the U=u case.

FIG. 2 (color online). Representative snapshots of the electro-
magnetic energy flux at t # $2:9 ms (left column) and currents
(arrows) and charge density [negative (positive) shaded in
red (blue)] at t # $0:5 ms (right column) for the U=D, U=U,
and U=u cases (top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively).
The U=D and U=U cases display currents extending signifi-
cantly in both vertical directions, together with EM radiation
mainly directed along the shear layer. In contrast, the currents
are mostly localized in between the stars for the U=u case, with
an energy flux concentrated near the equatorial plane. The color
scales for the energy flux are arbitrary (with green to red
spanning 3 orders of magnitude in scale; see Fig. 3 for total
luminosity vs time for each case). For comparison among the
three cases, we note that the U=D (U=U) case is 3 (2) orders of
magnitude larger than the U=u case.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Gravitational (right axis) and electro-
magnetic (left axis) luminosities for the three configurations vs
time. Three curves illustrating L / "p with p # f3=2; 14=3; 12g
are shown as guidance.
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waves are launched from the heated NS core to the NS crust
non-relativistically at first, and accelerate to a relativistic
velocity down a steep density gradient in the NS crust. Af-
ter the shock breakout from the surface, the shocked ma-
terial expands into a nearly vacuum region, converting the
shock-heated internal energy into kinetic energy. The result-
ing Lorentz factor ! of the ejecta is larger for outer and
less massive parts. Such a transrelativistic acceleration has
been discussed in the context of supernovae (Sakurai 1960;
Johnson & Mckee 1971; Matzner & Mckee 1999; Tan et al.
2001; Pan & Sari 2006).

We estimate the relativistic ejecta mass to be !

10!7!!2 M" for ! " 1, and calculate the synchrotron radia-
tion from relativistic blast waves decelerated by the ambient
medium and energized progressively by the inner catching-
up ejecta. The ultrarelativistic nature makes the flare bright
at an early time (seconds–days) and in high-energy bands
(X-ray–radio bands) in contrast to the non-/mildly relativis-
tic cases. We find flares are detectable by current X-ray, opti-
cal and radio instruments, such as Swift XRT, Pan-STARRS
and EVLA for our fiducial case.

The counterpart signals the merger time more precisely
than non-/mildly relativistic ones. The counterpart could
also enable us to distinguish the merger types, because black
hole–NS mergers are not likely to be accompanied by strong
shocks for ultrarelativistic outflows.

Current 3D numerical simulations of BNS mergers have
not su"ciently resolved the NS crust. Although the results
for non-/mildly relativistic ejecta are solid and the existence
of shock waves is implied by the heatup of the colliding
region (Sekiguchi et al. 2011; Paschalidis et al. 2012); cur-
rently, it is not feasible to follow a tiny mass to a ultra-
relativistic velocity because of numerical viscosity, artificial
atmosphere and limited computational resources, even for
Newtonian gravity. Therefore, it is worthwhile to highlight
the impacts of ultrarelativistic outflows for motivating the
future well-resolved calculations.

2 ACCELERATION

We first consider the mass ejection right after the NS col-
lision. The NSs collide with each other due to the grav-
itational radiation reaction. The colliding part is shock
heated up to a temperature of ! 50 MeV. Because of an
oblique collision, the shocked region has a pancake-like shape
with the thickness Rsh ! O(1) km (Sekiguchi et al. 2011;
Paschalidis et al. 2012), as shown in Fig. 1.

The hot material in the colliding region expands to-
wards a cold, low-pressure region, i.e., from the heated NS
core to the NS crust. The striking di#erence of the pressure
between them drives shock waves propagating the NS crust
towards an NS surface. The initial shock velocity vini should
be comparable to the sound velocity of the core material
! 0.25c (Oertel et al. 2012), where c is the speed of light.
At this stage, the shocked material cannot escape from the
merged remnant, because the expanding velocity is less than
the escape velocity,

vesc # 0.74c

!

M#

2.8M"

"1/2 !
R#

15 km

"!1/2

, (1)
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Figure 1. Top: a schematic picture of the shock generation, prop-
agation and mass ejection right after the BNS merger. Two blue
ellipses are the BNS with a low temperature and the low-density
crust is depicted with light blue. A red region at the contact sur-
face is the shock-heated region. The black arrows denote the BNS
motion just before the merger. Shock waves are generated from
the contact of the BNS. The shocks become strong in the NS crust
and eject a part of the NS crust ultrarelativistically. Bottom: a
snapshot of merging BNS with 1.5 M" taken from a simulation in
Sekiguchi et al. (2011). The temperature on the equatorial plane
is shown, and the contact surface is heated up to ! 50 MeV.

where M# and R# are the mass and radius of the merged
remnant, respectively.

The shock is accelerated descending a steep density gra-
dient in the NS crust with the thickness Rc # 1 km. The
density profile of the crust is approximately given by ! $ xn,
where ! is the rest-mass density, x is the depth from the
surface and n is the polytropic index of the crust equation
of state (EOS). We adopt n = 3 as a fiducial value, be-
cause this is for the relativistic degenerate electron gas and
is consistent with more detailed nuclear-theory-based EOSs
(Chamel & Haensel 2008).

The shock velocity increases as $ !!! with " # 0.187
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Long GRBs: Questions and Motivations 
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~1011-12 cm 
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- emission mechanisms? 
- jet composition? 
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BH+disk or Pulsar? 

WR star, Blue supergiant 
BH/NS-He binary? 

GWs can probe engines invisible by photons 
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Contd. 

obs. rate ~1 Gpc-3 yr-1, true rate ~100 Gpc-3 yr-1 

~0.3 yr-1 within 100 Mpc: rare but not the whole story  

arises from a sudden change of the neutrino luminosity and
is called zero-frequency limit of GW memory [52].

Figure 4 shows typical examples of the characteristic
strain hc. In this figure, the red solid line represents the GW
from GRB, which erupts at the center of Galaxy. The green
dashed and blue dotted lines show the GW from a source at
a distance of 10 Mpc but different durations, T ! 10 and
200 s, respectively. The gray dot-dashed line shows the
GW from a source with the same parameters as the green
dashed line but E! ! 1053 ergs. Sensitivity lines for future
planned interferometers, that is, advanced-LIGO, LISA,
DECIGO/BBO, and ultimate-DECIGO, are also shown in
this figure [53]. One can roughly read off the SNR from
Fig. 4. It should be noted that the GW amplitude is larger
for the model with E! ! 1053 ergs and T ! 10 s than one
with E! ! 1054 ergs and T ! 200 s in the range of f *
0:1 Hz. Therefore, both the duration and the total energy
emitted by neutrinos are important for the discussion of the
detectability.

More detailed information of the SNR can be found in
Fig. 5, which gives the SNR for LISA. In this figure, the
colored region corresponds to SNR> 1. The dotted line is
for SNR=10, which is required to detect the GW emission
by the burst memory as discussed in Ref. [47]. As the
duration becomes longer, the SNR of GWs from GRBs
gets smaller. This is because the cutoff frequency, beyond
which GW spectra depend on frequency as f"1, appears at
f# T"1 so that longer lasting events lead to smaller
amplitudes at the high frequency range, whereas ampli-
tudes in the low frequency range are independent of the
duration. From this figure, one can see that LISA can detect
GW signals up to distances of D# 1 Mpc. The same

analysis shows that GRBs with distances of #100 Mpc
are detectable with DECIGO/BBO as long as the duration
T & 10 s (see Fig. 6).

B. Multiple bursts

In this subsection, we consider the case of multiple
bursts in order to take into account the intermittent time
variability of the central engine. We employ the following
time evolution for the neutrino luminosity,

L!$t% !
XN

i!1

E!

N"t
!
!
t" i

N
T
"
!
!
i

N
T & "t" t

"
; (22)

where N is the number of subbursts and "t is the duration
of one subburst. We assume "t to be constant for any
subburst. The total duration is T & "T # T, since we con-
sider the case of "T ' T [56]. Then, one finds the char-
acteristic strain as

hc$f% !
####
#

p
h1

$2N"tf

$$$$$$$$
sin$$"tf% sin$$Tf%

sin$$Tf=N%

$$$$$$$$: (23)

Figure 7 shows the GW spectrum of Eqs. (21) and (23).
The red solid line represents the single burst case, which is
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FIG. 4 (color online). The characteristic amplitude of GWs
from a GRB. Thick lines represents characteristic amplitudes of
GW for typical models. The red solid and green dashed lines are
for T ! 10 s butD ! 10 kpc and 10 Mpc, respectively. The blue
dotted line is for D ! 10 Mpc and T ! 200 s. Here, we assume
the total energy to be E! ! 1054 ergs for red solid, green dashed,
and blue dotted lines and E! ! 1053 ergs for the gray dot-dashed
line.
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FIG. 5 (color online). SNRs of GW from NDAF for LISA. The
white region in the right bottom part of the figure shows SNR (
1. The dashed line corresponds to SNR ! 10.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Same as Fig. 5, but for DECIGO/BBO.
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FIG. 4: GW spectra for all the models for MBH = 10M! and
D = 100 Mpc, and MBH = 106M! and D = 10 Gpc. The
cross symbols show the peak amplitudes found in the numer-
ical simulations and the circles show hypothetical amplitudes
inferred from accretion timescales (see main text for details).

estimated from the mass accretion rate, and the resid-
ual disk mass (Fig. 1(b) and (c)). We find the accretion
timescales are tacc ! Mr>rAH

/Ṁr=rAH
" 1–8# 104 MBH.

In Fig. 4 we show with crosses the peak e!ective am-
plitude he! of GWs together with the design sensitivities
of ground-based and spacecraft GW detectors [7]. Here
he! = ({|h̃+|2 + |h̃!|2}/2)1/2D/MBH with h̃+,! and D
being the Fourier component of two polarization modes
and the distance from the source. Since our focus is on
the GW emission after the PPI growth saturation, we dis-
card the waveform before the saturation for the C models,
e.g. for tret/torb ! 10 for C1, when calculating he! . From
the accretion timescale tacc, we may expect that the GW
emission will continue for Ncycle ! tacc/tGW " 100 where
tGW is the typical oscillation period of GWs. Hence, the
peak amplitudes may be enhanced by

!

Ncycle ! 10, val-
ues plotted with circles in Fig. 4. Because we use units
of MBH = 1 in our simulations, the numerical results can
be rescaled for arbitrary BH mass. We choose the hy-
pothetical values for the collapsar model of GRB central
engine as (MBH, D) = (10M", 100 Mpc) and for the hy-
pothetical formation scenario of a SMBH through SMS
collapse as (MBH, D) = (106M", 10 Gpc) in Fig. 4.
For the stellar-mass BH, he! could be ! 10#21 at the

peak with the frequency 100–200 Hz, which corresponds
to the Kepler frequency of rorb " 10MBH. The peak
amplitudes agree with the order estimation,

hpeak !
2Mm=1v2

D

!

Ncycle

" 3# 10#21

"

!1
0.1

#"

R

0.1

#"

MBH

10M"

#"

100Mpc

D

#"

Ncycle

100

#1/2

where Mm=1 is the mass of matter which contributes to
the m = 1 structure (see also Table I) and we assume the
Kepler motion with radius " 10MBH. The amplitude of

the enhanced peaks could be larger than the noise level
of the advanced ground-based detectors. For the SMBH
formation scenario with (MBH, D) = (106M", 10 Gpc),
the predicted peak amplitude is he! ! 10#18–10#19 with
the frequency ! 10#3 Hz. Such GWs would be detected
with a high signal-to-noise ratio " 10 by LISA.
Summary and discussion.— We have explored the PPI

in BH–torus systems in the framework of numerical rel-
ativity. We have found that the m = 1 PPI occurs for
a wide range of self-gravitating tori orbiting BHs. The
resulting m = 1 structure in the torus survives for a long
time after the PPI growth saturation, and large ampli-
tude, quasiperiodic GWs are emitted. For reasonable hy-
pothetical masses and distances, we have found that the
quasiperiodic GWs emitted by this mechanism could be
a promising source for ground-based and spacecraft de-
tectors (for stellar-mass BHs and SMBHs, respectively).
The BH–torus system composed of a stellar-mass BH

is a promising candidate for the central engine of GRBs,
and our results suggest that the so-called collapsar hy-
pothesis [6] may be verified via observation of GWs. In
GRBs, jets are likely to be ejected along the rotation
axis of a spinning BH and torus. If the BH–torus sys-
tem formed in the collapsar is axially symmetric, GWs
of l = 2 and m = 0 mode are primarily emitted in the di-
rection perpendicular to the rotation axis (e.g. [16]). By
contrast, the quasiperiodic GWs studied in this letter are
emitted along the rotation axis because the l = m = 2
mode is dominant. Therefore, it could be possible to
observe GRBs and GWs simultaneously, and to explore
the collapsar scenario via GW observation. On the other
hand, in the formation of a SMBH following SMS col-
lapse, the torus-to-BH mass ratio is predicted to be 0.05–
0.1 [2]. Our results suggest that the PPI could grow in
such a system. This implies that this scenario may be
confirmed by the GW detector LISA.
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Diversity of GRBs 

LL GRB rate ~ 1000 GRB rate (obs.) 
UL GRB rate ~ GRB rate (possibly) 
 
weaker jets and/or bigger progenitors 
→ more chocked jets? 

20

Fig. 1.— The spectral-hardness (ratio of fluence in 50–100 keV over 20–50 keV) versus duration diagram for CGRO/BATSE GRBs (red
points) and Swift GRBs (blue points), with the locations of GRB 101225A, GRB 111209A and GRB 121027A marked (note these are
approximate due to the lack of Swift orbit coverage). These three events have durations much longer than any seen by BATSE. In the
case of GRB 101225A, the long-lived, low level emission could easily have been missed, while GRB 111209A was seen as an extremely long
burst by Konus-Wind.
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Fig. 2.— Parameter space for transients in the �-ray sky, showing the duration of the burst, and the approximate average luminosity
over that duration. At low luminosity there are numerous Galactic sources that we do not include in further detail; at higher luminosity
the outbursts for soft-gamma repeaters (SGRs) in our own Galaxy are shown, as well as extragalactic transients such as long and short
duration GRBs (LGRBs and SGRBs), and the likely population of low luminosity GRBs (LLGRBs). Two recently discovered very long
transients, thought to be from tidal disruption events are also shown (labelled TDEs?). The bursts considered in this paper (GRB 101225A,
GRB 111209A and GRB 121027A) are clearly outliers to any of these aforementioned classes.
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Figure 5. (a) The derived distribution of tburst of the good sample (343 GRBs). The histogram bin sizes are optimized using Knuth’s
rule (Knuth 2000). The vertical axis “density” is defined as “count/bin size/total count”. The derived tburst are plotted as a black solid
histogram. The distribution of the short GRBs (T90 <2s) in the good sample is plotted as the blue solid histogram. The fit result by a
two-component Gaussian distribution is plotted as a thick grey solid line and each component is plotted as red dashed lines. (b) Distribution
of tburst for the good sample (343 GRBs) and the uncertain sample (304 GRBs), with tburst of the uncertain sample set to T90. (c) Same
as (b), but with tburst in the uncertain sample set to a uniformly-distributed random value between T90 and TX,0 in logarithmic scale.
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GRB-SN Connection 

LL GRBs, trans-rela. SNe: hints of engine-driven SNe?   

SN 2012ap in the X-rays 3

FIG. 2.— Kinetic energy profile of the ejecta of ordinary type Ibc SNe (red) and E-SNe, a class of explosions that includes GRBs (blue), sub-E GRBs (light-
blue) and relativistic SNe (orange). Squares and circles are used for the slow-moving and the fast-moving ejecta, respectively, as measured from optical and
radio observations. The velocity of the fast-moving ejecta has been computed at �t = 1d (rest-frame). Black solid lines: ejecta kinetic energy profile of a pure
hydrodynamical explosion (Ek / (��)-5.2, Tan et al. 2001), and for explosions powered by a short-lived (Ek / (��)-2.4) and long-lived (Ek / (��)-0.4) central
engine (Lazzati et al. 2012). Open black circles identify explosions with broad-lined optical spectra. The purple arrow identifies the direction of increasing
collimation of the fastest ejecta. SN 2012ap bridges the gap between cosmological GRBs and ordinary SNe Ibc. Its kinetic energy profile, significantly flatter
than what expected from a pure hydrodynamical explosion, indicates the presence of a central engine. References: Margutti et al. (2013a) and references therein;
Horesh et al. (2013); C14; M14.

4. SN 2012AP IN THE CONTEXT OF ENGINE-DRIVEN EXPLOSIONS

The radio observations of SN 2012ap are well modeled
by synchrotron emission arising from the interaction of the
SN shock with the environment (C14). C14 derive Ek =
(1.6±0.1)⇥1049 erg carried by mildly relativistic ejecta with
velocity v ⇠ 0.7c at �t = 1d. By modeling the observed
optical emission, M14 infer Ek ⇠ 1052 erg in slow moving
(v ⇡ 20000kms-1) material. These two values define an Ek
profile significantly flatter than what expected in the case of a
pure hydrodynamical collapse (Ek / (��)-5.2, e.g. Tan et al.
2001), thus pointing to the presence of an engine driving the
SN 2012ap explosion (see Fig. 2).

Engine-driven SNe (E-SNe) constitute a diverse class of ex-
plosions that includes relativistic SNe, sub-E GRBs and or-
dinary GRBs. SN 2012ap is intermediate between ordinary
non-relativistic SNe and fully relativistic GRBs and falls into
a region of the parameter space populated by sub-E GRBs and
the other known relativistic SN, SN 2009bb (Fig. 2)9. With
reference to figures 3 and 4 we find that:

• The radio luminosity of SN 2012ap and sub-E GRBs is
comparable. SN 2012ap is significantly more luminous
than ordinary Ic SNe at the same epoch, and even more
luminous than the sub-E GRBs 100316D and 060218
(Fig. 3, right panel). With Ek ⇠ 1052 erg and evi-

9 The relativistic nature of SN 2007gr has been questioned by Soderberg
et al. (2010a) and it is not included here. See however Paragi et al. (2010).

dence for broad spectral features (M14), the properties
of SN 2012ap in the optical band are also reminiscent
of the very energetic SNe associated with sub-E GRBs
and ordinary GRBs.

• At �t ⇠ 20d, the X-ray emission from SN 2012ap is
however a factor � 100 fainter then the faintest sub-E
GRB ever detected, GRB 980425 (Fig. 3, left panel).

• Along the same line, from C14, the prompt �-ray en-
ergy released by the SN 2012ap explosion is E�,iso <
1047 erg, a factor � 10 fainter then the faintest sub-E
GRB 980425 (Fig. 4).

Relativistic SNe and sub-E GRBs are thus clearly distin-
guished in terms of their high-energy (X-rays and �-rays)
properties. The different level of X-ray emission between rel-
ativistic SNe and sub-E GRBs cannot be ascribed to beam-
ing of collimated emission away from our line of sight. Ra-
dio observations of sub-E GRBs support the idea of quasi-
spherical explosions (e.g. Soderberg et al. 2006a, Margutti
et al. 2013a), while there is no evidence for beaming of the
non-thermal emission from relativistic SNe (Soderberg et al.
2010b; C14). Furthermore, on a time scale of ⇠ 20d, the
blastwave arising from both relativistic SNe and sub-E GRBs
is sub-relativistic and the geometry of emission is effectively
spherical, independent from the initial conditions. The dif-
ferent level of X-ray emission between sub-E GRBs and rela-
tivistic SNe at t & 10d is thus intrinsic.

Margutti+ 14 
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FIG. 1.— The cumulative rate of nearby core-collapse SNe versus distance.
Shown are the expectations based on UV emission from galaxies in Lee et
al. (2009) (dotted), B-band emission from the Karachentsev et al. (2004)
catalog (dashed), and the 589 galaxies in our combined set (solid), compared
to the 21 SNe observed in 1999-2008 as compiled in Kistler et al. (2011)
(steps). We denote nominal reaches of 560 kton (Hyper-K) and 5 Mton
neutrino detectors using the distances at which 90% or 10% of SNe are
detectable (see Kistler et al. 2011; Ando et al. 2005 for probability curves).

based on large tanks of pure water submerged beneath the
sea, while the IceCube Collaboration (2011) has discussed a
densely-instrumented array in South Pole ice within IceCube.

Detection of both the neutrino burst and the SBO would
determine the shock propagation time, placing an important
new constraint on progenitor star properties. Even if direc-
tional information from the neutrinos is insufficient to isolate
the source – which would likely be the case – we find that
the candidate SN host galaxies would be limited in number,
so that targeted campaigns could be launched to discover the
UV/X-ray burst from the SBO using conventional methods.
We also discuss searches for below-threshold neutrino counts
in the event that non-triggered SBO surveys prove success-
ful, the combination of which would achieve the same end.
The distance range covered by this technique also coincides
well with surveys that are imaging prospective SN progeni-
tors. Connecting the SN/SBO event with pre-explosion opti-
cal images would further improve our characterization of the
star, with important implications for better understanding SN
morphologies.

2. BREAK ON THROUGH

Observational efforts to measure the progression of the SN
shock wave from the stellar core to surface will require neu-
trino or gravitational wave measurements of the collapse in
conjunction with techniques to capture the SBO signal that
follows after a delay that varies from star to star. As mo-
tivation, we first discuss the relationship of the propagation
time to the SBO observables addressed by Matzner & Mc-
Kee (1999). There are four dimension-full scales that arise
when dealing with an adiabatic, radiation-dominated, and
non-gravitating explosion: the explosion energy Ein, the core
mass MNS, the ejected mass Mej =M⇤ �MNS, and the pro-
genitor star’s radius R⇤. Here M⇤ =Mej +MNS is the total

mass. We describe below the functional dependences of SBO
observables on these four scales in simple polytrope models.

Matzner & McKee (1999) discussed three observables con-
nected with shock emergence: the post-shock radiation tem-
perature Tse, the SBO energy Ese, and the timescale for radia-
tion to diffuse out of the shock tse (for non-relativistic ejecta).
These were evaluated in the context of an analytical model, a
progenitor whose envelope can be represented as a polytrope.
They provided results for n=3/2 and n=3 polytropes, with
the latter yielding
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Here  is the opacity and the density ratio ⇢1/⇢⇤ can be related
to the ratio of M⇤/Mej by a coefficient that depends on the
polytrope, e.g.,

⇢1
⇢⇤

⌘ R3
⇤

Mej

✓
GM⇤

(n+ 1)KR⇤

◆n
n=3�! 0.324

M⇤
Mej

, (2)

where K is the equation-of-state parameter, p0 =K ⇢(n+1)/n
0 .

One motivation for the work of Matzner and McKee was to
relate observables connected with the SBO and expanding
ejecta with parameters characterizing the progenitor’s struc-
ture and the explosion, Mej, R⇤, and Ein.

The present study of the shock wave propagation time, de-
fined here as

�t = tSBO � tCC =

Z R⇤

RNS

dr

vs(r)
, (3)

has a similar motivation. An analytic form for the shock ve-
locity vs(r) that accounts for acceleration due to the sweeping
up of enclosed envelope mass, m(r), and the declining den-
sity gradient, ⇢0(r), was given by Matzner & McKee (1999)
(who showed the formula nicely reproduces numerical veloc-
ity profiles, as can be seen from Fig. 2 of their paper). With
this substitution in Eq. (3), �t becomes

�t = 1.26

Z R⇤

RNS

dr


m(r)

Ein

�1/2 ⇢0(r) r3

m(r)

�0.19
. (4)

While we will evaluate this for specific progenitors below, we
can make contact with Matzner & McKee (1999) by calculat-
ing �t for polytropes, to illustrate its functional dependence
on progenitor properties. In Matzner & McKee (1999) the
polytrope could be restricted to the envelope, in which case
the Lane-Emden equation reduces to a first-order equation
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FIG. 2.— A comparison of shock breakout (SBO) durations versus shock
propagation times in the envelopes of SN progenitor models, as calculated
for a variety of initial masses from 11 � 35M� (as labeled), using density
profiles from Woosley et al. (2002) for RSG and Woosley & Heger (2006)
for BSG and Wolf-Rayet stars, with shock energies of 0.5⇥ and 3⇥ 1051 erg.

with a boundary condition at the inner surface of the enve-
lope. In contrast, as �t involves an integral over most of the
star, here a polytrope is a more aggressive approximation. We
find for n = 3 and 3/2
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These two results are very similar, which perhaps suggests rel-
atively little sensitivity to polytrope index or variations of that
index that might be appropriate for different portions of the
star. The factors in the square brackets are fits to numerical re-
sults and are very accurate representations of the dependence
of Eq. (4) on RNS. Deep interiors of core collapse supernovae
are often described as n=3 polytropes, as this corresponds to
a relativistic electron gas equation of state. As discussed in
Matzner & McKee (1999), n=3 is appropriate for the radia-
tive envelopes of blue supergiants, but a better fit to models
for the inner 75% of the mantle (by mass) is obtained with an
effective index n⇠ 2.1� 2.4.

We have also evaluated Eq. (4) directly from progenitor
models. Fig. 2 shows the resulting propagation times for a 11–
30M� range of non-rotating red supergiant (RSG) progeni-
tors from Woosley et al. (2002), as well as 12 & 16M� blue
supergiant (BSG) and 16 & 35M� Wolf-Rayet star models
from Woosley & Heger (2006), with the inner 1.4M� form-
ing a neutron star. We have used Ein = 0.5⇥ and 3⇥10

51 erg
to bracket the canonical 1051 erg. The polytrope results yield
propagation times that generally agree to within ⇠ 10–20%.

The convective RSG envelopes extend up to ⇠ 1500R�,
while BSG radii are typically limited to ⇠ 25R�. From the
polytrope results one expects propagation times to be propor-
tional to radii, and Fig. 2 shows the expected gap of ⇠ 50

between RSG and BSG times. In Wolf-Rayet stars, thought
to give rise to Type Ib/Ic SNe (⇠ 10–20% of all SNe), the
shock arrives at the surface very quickly, as the strong winds
in such stars lead to complete loss of their envelopes. As the
SBO timescale is comparable to that of neutrino emission, lit-
tle early warning would be available, although an optically-
thick wind may delay emergence (e.g., Balberg & Loeb 2011;
Chevalier & Irwin 2012).

While observing the SBO spectrum and light curve would
provide several pieces useful for a forensic study of the de-
parted star (see Calzavara & Matzner 2004), timing alone
would suggest a type and mass. An illustrative example of
the utility of this feature is in settling disagreements in mass
estimates provided by hydrodynamic SN modeling and pre-
SN progenitor imaging. SN 2004et, for instance, originated
in NGC 6946, within range of a 5 Mton detector. As in Fig. 2,
a 9

+5
�1 M� progenitor (Smartt et al. 2009) gives an expected

propagation time of . 1 day, while for a 27 ± 2M� model
(Utrobin & Chugai 2011) this would be ⇠ 1 day later.

3. THE HARBINGER

The critical aspect of a triggered search for SBO is the abil-
ity to detect that a massive-stellar core has collapsed before
the SBO photons arrive2 (with a low rate of false positives)
and to notify the astronomical community rapidly. Neutrinos
are of particular interest since the data from SN 1987A
(Bionta et al. 1987; Hirata et al. 1987) provide the general
SN neutrino burst properties. Much of the existing literature
on this topic is useful (e.g., Scholberg 2000; Calzavara &
Matzner 2004), yet somewhat dated, based on those detectors
that were in operation a decade ago. Here we will consider
both Galactic and extragalactic events in turn.

3.1. One in Every Crowd: Locating a Galactic SN
The task of identifying the SBO can be simplified to the

extent that data from the neutrino harbinger can be quickly
analyzed to pinpoint the angular region likely to contain the
SN. This is essential in the case of a Galactic event, as other-
wise the scanning must encompass all angles. There has been
some important work preparing the community for rapid shar-
ing and coordinated analysis of data, with the organization of
the SuperNova Early Warning System (SNEWS; Antoniolu et
al. 2004) being an outstanding example. We first review the
conclusions for a Galactic SN, the focus of previous work.

Studies have focused on two techniques, exploiting the
pointing capabilities of an individual water, heavy water, or
liquid argon neutrino detector to locate an event, or coordi-
nating the results from several detectors to determine location
by timing and triangulation (gravitational waves also rely on
triangulation and with multiple detectors, possibly including
the use of templates, might achieve a localization comparable

2 The earliest photons actually arise from heating of the hydrogen envelope
by the core ⌫̄e burst. However, for a low-mass Fe-core supernova the energy
deposition is ⇠ (1�3)⇥1043 ergs, depending on assumptions about neutrino
temperatures and oscillation effects, far below the SBO energies given above.
Specific gamma-ray signals associated with ⌫̄e +p ! n+ e+ – from e+e�

annihilation and from n+p ! d+� – have also been considered, but found
to be undetectable with present or envisioned detectors (Lu & Qian 2007).
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based on a mismatch between the predicted and observed slope
of the continuum. However, the free–free spectral index depends
on the density distribution !(R) of the emitting material: for
!(R) ! R"" , F# ! #"(8""8.2)/(2""1) (Wright & Barlow 1975).
The mild spectral index of the NIR excess (see Figure 13)
implies a mild density gradient at large radii, with " < 2 (i.e.,
significantly flatter than the standard wind profile expected in
the case of constant mass-loss rate). This finding suggests a
significant increase in the mass-loss rate of the progenitor star
during the years preceding the 2012 double outburst.

8. DISCUSSION

Our analysis characterizes the 2012b episode as a
low-energy, asymmetric explosion happening in a complex
medium, previously shaped by multiple episodes of mass ejec-
tion by the progenitor at different times. Here we address three
major questions.

1. What is the nature of the SN 2009ip double explosion?
2. What is the underlying physical mechanism?
3. What is the progenitor system of SN 2009ip?

We address these questions by considering the close similarity
of SNe 2009ip and 2010mc (Section 8.1), the properties of
the progenitor system of SN 2009ip (Section 8.2), the physical
mechanisms that can lead to sustained mass loss (Section 8.3),
and the energetics of the explosions (Section 8.4).

8.1. SN 2009ip and SN 2010mc

SN 2010mc (Ofek et al. 2013b) is the only other hydrogen-
rich explosion with clear signs of interaction and a detected
precursor. The similarity with SN 2009ip extends to the en-
ergetics, timescales (Figure 29), and spectral properties both
during the precursor and the major rebrightening, as noted by
Smith et al. (2013).

The first conclusion is that (1) the precursor and the major
rebrightening are causally connected events, being otherwise
difficult to explain the strict similarity between two distinct and
unrelated explosions. The same conclusion is independently
supported by the very short time interval between the precursor
and main outburst when compared to the progenitor star lifetime,
as pointed out by Ofek et al. (2013b) for SN 2010mc. A second
conclusion is that (2) whatever causes the precursor plus major
outburst phenomenology, this is not unique to SN 2009ip and
might represent an important evolutionary channel for massive
stars.

Furthermore, (3) SNe 2009ip and 2010mc must share some
fundamental properties. Their evolution through the explosive
phase must be driven by few physical parameters. A more
complicated scenario would require unrealistic fine tuning to
reproduce their close similarity. This also suggests we are
sampling some fundamental step in the stellar evolution of the
progenitor system. Finally, (4) whatever the physical mechanism
behind, the time interval of #40 days (Figure 29) between the
precursor explosion and the main event must be connected to
some physically important timescale for the system.

We employ the fast $2 technique for irregularly sampled data
by Palmer (2009) to search for periodicity and/or dominant
timescales in the outburst history of SN 2009ip before44 the
major 2012 explosion. Details can be found in Appendix B.
Applying the method above to the R-band data we find evidence

44 See Martin et al. (2013) for a temporal analysis of SN 2009ip during the
main episode of emission in 2012.

Figure 29. Comparison between SN 2009ip and the Type IIn SN 2010mc (Ofek
et al. 2013b) reveals a striking similarity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

for a dominant timescale of #38 days, (with significant power
distributed on timescales between 30 and 50 days), intriguingly
similar to the !t # 40 days between the precursor and major
explosion in 2012. We emphasize that this is not a claim
for periodicity, but the identification of a dominant variability
timescale of the signal.

Our analysis identifies the presence of a fundamental
timescale that regulates both the progenitor outburst history and
the major explosion, and that is also shared by completely inde-
pendent events like SN 2010mc. This timescale corresponds to a
tiny fraction of a massive star lifetime: #10"8 for % # 4–6 Myr,
as appropriate for a 45–85 M$ star. We speculate on the nature
of the underlying physical process in the next two sections.

8.2. The Progenitor System of SN 2009ip

Asymmetry likely plays a role in the 2012 explosion
(Section 7.4), which might point to the presence of a preferred
direction in the progenitor system of SN 2009ip. This suggests
either a (rapidly?) rotating single star or an interacting binary as
progenitor for SN 2009ip. We first update previous estimates of
the progenitor mass of SN 2009ip using the latest stellar evolu-
tionary tracks and then discuss the effects of stellar rotation and
binarity.

From HST preexplosion images, employing the latest Geneva
stellar evolutionary tracks (Ekström et al. 2012) that include
important updates on the initial abundances, reaction rates and
mass-loss prescriptions with respect to Schaller et al. (1992), we
determine for MV = "10.3 ± 0.3 (Foley et al. 2011) a zero-age
main-sequence (ZAMS) mass M ! 60 M$ assuming a nonro-
tating progenitor at solar composition, consistent with previous
estimates. MV = "10.3 corresponds to LV # 106.1 L$. This
implies Lbol > 2%106 L$, thus rivaling the most luminous stars
ever discovered (e.g., Crowther et al. 2010). Luminosities of a
few 106 L$ have been indeed associated to the group of LBV
stars with typical temperature of #15,000–25,000 K. Adopting
this range of temperature results in Lbol # 5 % 106 L$, suggest-
ing that any progenitor with M < 160 M$ was super Eddington
at the time of the HST observations. For (2 < Lbol < 5)%106 L$
the allowed mass range is 60 M$ < MZAMS < 300 M$ (e.g.,
Crowther et al. 2010). Including the effects of axial rotation
results in a more constrained range of allowed progenitor mass:
45 M$ < MZAMS < 85 M$ (for "/"crit = 0.4).

Rapid rotation strongly affects the evolution of massive stars,
in particular by increasing the global mass-loss rate (e.g.,
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Figure 7. NIR spectral sequence with line identifications overlaid. The high-resolution spectrum obtained on 2012 November 19 has been smoothed here for display
purposes. Shades of red (blue) have been used for spectra obtained during the rise (decay) time. A portion of the VLT/X-shooter spectra is also shown.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 8. X-ray (Swift-XRT and XMM-Newton, filled and open circle, respec-
tively) and 9 GHz radio light-curve (red squares, VLA) of SN 2009ip. X-rays
are detected when the bolometric luminosity reaches its peak. Radio emission
is detected at much later times. A rescaled version of the bolometric light-curve
is also shown for comparison. This plot does not include the late-time X-ray
limit obtained on 2013 April 4.5 (tpk + 183 days).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

rebrightening the H! line developed a prominent broad emission
component with FWHM ! 8000 km s"1 (Mauerhan et al. 2013,
their Figure 5). The broad component disappeared 3 days later:
on 2012 September 26 (tpk " 7 days) the H! line evolved back
to the narrow profile (Figure 14), it yet still retained evidence
for absorption with core velocity v ! "5000 km s"1. By 2012

Figure 9. Left panel: Swift-XRT image of the field of SN 2009ip collecting
data before and after the optical peak ("32 days < t " tpk < "2 days and
+29 days < t"tpk < +83 days), for a total exposure time of 110 ks. Right panel:
the same field imaged around the optical peak ("2 days < t " tpk < +13 days),
for a total exposure time of 86 ks. In both panels a white circle marks a 10##

region around SN 2009ip. X-rays are detected at a position consistent with
SN 2009ip around the optical peak (right panel) with a significance of 6.1" .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

September 30 (tpk " 3 days, Figures 19 and 20) the spectrum
no longer shows evidence for the high-velocity components
in absorption and is instead dominated by He i and H i lines
with narrow profiles, likely indicating that the photosphere is
imbedded within a low-speed outflow.
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thermal equilibrium limit, at the far downstream, photons,
electrons and protons have the temperature of

kTph ! 1.2 eV !̃!1/4
gb D1/4

" R!1/2
16 (Vs/5000 km s!1)

1/2
, (13)

where !̃gbaT
4
ph = (18/7)"csV

2
s is used and !̃gb is the grey-

body factor. Note that this emission does not have to be
the observed emission since photons start to escape only af-
ter #T " c/Vs. Thermal equilibrium may not be realized if
su!cient photons are not produced by the bremsstrahlung
process (Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Svirski et al. 2012). At the
nearer downstream, protons and electrons have much higher
temperatures. In the absence of collisionless-plasma pro-
cesses, the electron temperature is determined by the
balance between Coulomb heating and cooling processes.
When the relevant cooling process is the Compton cool-
ing, we have (Waxman & Loeb 2001; Murase et al. 2011;
Katz et al. 2011)

kTe " 40 keV !̃!2/5
! , (14)

over the length scale of Vs$
!1
ie (where $ie is the ion-

electron collision frequency), where 5 !̃! = 2U!/(3%ncskTp),
where U! is the energy density of photons. Note that
the above equation is valid for su!ciently high-velocity
shocks, since Te is limited by the proton temperature
Tp (Chevalier & Irwin 2012). In reality, collisionless-plasma
processes can be faster than Coulomb collisional processes,
where Te can be higher than in equation (14), but should be
lower than the equipartition temperature.

After #T "< c/Vs, the shock is no longer radiation-
mediated, and we expect collisionless (or collisional) shocks.
For strong, non-relativistic shocks, the proton temperature
at the immediate downstream is

kTp =
2(&̂ # 1)

(&̂ + 1)2
mpV

2
s , (15)

where &̂ is the adiabatic index. When the adiabatic in-
dex is &̂ = 5/3, we have a well-known result, Tp =
(3/16)mpV 2

s . The electron temperature is a"ected by en-
ergy transfer from protons, which may be Coulomb heat-
ing or faster collisionless plasma processes. If &̂ = 5/3 and
when electrons and protons achieve the equipartition, we
have (e.g., Fransson et al. 1996; Chevalier & Fransson 2003;
Ofek et al. 2014)

kTe ! 24 keV (Vs/5000 km s!1)
2
. (16)

Therefore, in the interaction-powered SN scenario, we
can naturally expect X rays via bremsstrahlung or inverse-
Compton (IC) processes since electrons should be heated
by the shock (e.g., Murase et al. 2011; Katz et al. 2011;
Chevalier & Irwin 2012; Pan et al. 2013). Also, we may as-
sume the material is highly ionized at least in the im-
mediate upstream. Detections of X rays allow us to

5 Note that !̃ is defined for the downstream energy density. On
the other hand, as in Murase et al. (2011), ! is defined for the total
energy while " is defined for the ram pressure of the upstream flow.

probe the existence of strong shocks, supporting the sce-
nario (Katz et al. 2011; Ofek et al. 2013b). However, there
are several complications. First, free-free emission may be
suppressed if thermal electrons mainly cool via the IC pro-
cess. Secondly, when the ejecta-CSM interaction occurs at
#T "> 1, hard X rays lose their energies in both the emis-
sion zone (downstream) and screen zone (upstream), and
softer X rays are down-graded via bound-free absorption.
If the amount of non-ionized atoms similarly exists in the
far upstream, the bound-free optical depth for soft X rays
is roughly estimated to be (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1986;
Ofek et al. 2013b)

#u
bf ! 600 D"R

!1
16 (h$/keV)!2.5, (17)

at h$ " 0.03 # 10 keV. Naively, the X-ray luminosity is
then (e.g., Fransson et al. 1996; Chevalier & Fransson 2003)

LX " fsupLrad
(1# e!" )

#
e!"u

, (18)

where fsup is the suppression by other losses, # " #T is the
optical depth in the emission zone and #u " #u

T + #u
bf is the

optical depth in the screen zone. Predictions for both the
thermal and non-thermal X rays depend on details including
the frequency-dependent opacity and the ionization in the
upstream (see Chevalier & Irwin 2012; Svirski et al. 2012;
Pan et al. 2013, and references therein). This work does not
study X-ray emissions in detail, since non-thermal X rays
can be largely contaminated or masked by thermal X rays.

2.4 Particle acceleration

Now, we consider particle acceleration. CR acceleration may
become e!cient when the shock is no longer radiation-
mediated and becomes collisionless, which can be real-
ized when #T "< c/Vs (Murase et al. 2011; Katz et al. 2011;
Kashiyama et al. 2013). Strong small-scale magnetic fields
are expected as a result from plasma instabilities, and
MHD mechanisms such as the turbulent dynamo 6 can
also play crucial roles especially in the downstream (e.g.,
Inoue et al. 2009; Inoue et al. 2012). In addition, CRs them-
selves excite turbulence via CR stream instabilities, which
can be important in the upstream (see Bell 2004; Bell 2013;
Bykov et al. 2013, and references therein). Since details of
these processes are uncertain, for simplicity, we parametrize
the magnetic field with the ratio of B2/8' to "csV 2

s /2 as
(B $ B2/(4'"csV

2
s ). Then, we obtain

B ! 4.0 G (1/2B,!2D
1/2
" R!1

16 (Vs/5000 km s!1). (19)

6 For example, if SNe occur in superbubbles formed by multiple
SNe, it is possible to expect turbulent magnetic fields driven by
interactions with the inhomogeneous interstellar medium. Here,
the CSM could also be highly turbulent and magnetized before
the SN ejecta crashes, since the transiently erupted CSM would
also form a shock via interactions with the interstellar medium. In
addition, some observations have suggested that the CSM may be
clumpy (e.g., Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2009), and
the shocked CSM could achieve strong magnetic fields via the
turbulent dynamo due to the ejecta-CSM interaction.
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Compton (IC) processes since electrons should be heated
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optical depth in the screen zone. Predictions for both the
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the frequency-dependent opacity and the ionization in the
upstream (see Chevalier & Irwin 2012; Svirski et al. 2012;
Pan et al. 2013, and references therein). This work does not
study X-ray emissions in detail, since non-thermal X rays
can be largely contaminated or masked by thermal X rays.
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become e!cient when the shock is no longer radiation-
mediated and becomes collisionless, which can be real-
ized when #T "< c/Vs (Murase et al. 2011; Katz et al. 2011;
Kashiyama et al. 2013). Strong small-scale magnetic fields
are expected as a result from plasma instabilities, and
MHD mechanisms such as the turbulent dynamo 6 can
also play crucial roles especially in the downstream (e.g.,
Inoue et al. 2009; Inoue et al. 2012). In addition, CRs them-
selves excite turbulence via CR stream instabilities, which
can be important in the upstream (see Bell 2004; Bell 2013;
Bykov et al. 2013, and references therein). Since details of
these processes are uncertain, for simplicity, we parametrize
the magnetic field with the ratio of B2/8' to "csV 2
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s ). Then, we obtain
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1/2
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6 For example, if SNe occur in superbubbles formed by multiple
SNe, it is possible to expect turbulent magnetic fields driven by
interactions with the inhomogeneous interstellar medium. Here,
the CSM could also be highly turbulent and magnetized before
the SN ejecta crashes, since the transiently erupted CSM would
also form a shock via interactions with the interstellar medium. In
addition, some observations have suggested that the CSM may be
clumpy (e.g., Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2009), and
the shocked CSM could achieve strong magnetic fields via the
turbulent dynamo due to the ejecta-CSM interaction.
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6 For example, if SNe occur in superbubbles formed by multiple
SNe, it is possible to expect turbulent magnetic fields driven by
interactions with the inhomogeneous interstellar medium. Here,
the CSM could also be highly turbulent and magnetized before
the SN ejecta crashes, since the transiently erupted CSM would
also form a shock via interactions with the interstellar medium. In
addition, some observations have suggested that the CSM may be
clumpy (e.g., Chugai & Danziger 1994; Smith et al. 2009), and
the shocked CSM could achieve strong magnetic fields via the
turbulent dynamo due to the ejecta-CSM interaction.
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whether this is indeed the mechanism at work in the
shallow X-ray light curves. Although the precise evolu-
tion of a newborn magnetar from birth up to timescales
of ! 103 " 104 s is di!cult to predict or to follow with
numerical simulations, here we point out that among the
possible evolutionary paths which one may reasonably
consider, one plausible and particularly interesting pos-
sibility to explore is that of a newborn NS left over after
a GRB explosion, which undergoes a secular bar-mode
instability. In this scenario, simple estimates accounting
for the most relevant energy loss processes can provide
useful insights into the viability of having e!cient GW
emission associated with a GRB X-ray afterglow plateau.
Although these estimates are clearly approximate, since
possible complications like viscosity e"ects or magnetic
field driven instabilities are neglected, they nonetheless
allow us to make a first statement on the relevance of the
considered process. Moreover, while other scenarios are
also possible, the interesting aspect of this particular one
is that, on the one hand, GW observations would be facil-
itated by the presence of an electromagnetic signature to
pinpoint the GW signal search, while on the other hand
the detection of bar-mode like GWs in coincidence with a
GRB X-ray plateau would be a smoking-gun signature of
a magnetar pumping energy into the fireball, thus identi-
fying the much-debated plateau mechanism. Given that
several alternative scenarios have been invoked to explain
the afterglow flattening, which are not expected to be as-
sociated with GW signals (see e.g. Panaitescu 2008),
this would represent a significant step forward in our un-
derstanding of GRB physics. Moreover, identifying the
presence of a magnetar would confirm that not all GRB
explosions necessarily lead to the prompt formation of a
BH.

A point of interest for current analyses that GW de-
tectors are carrying out (see e.g. Acernese et al. 2008;
Abbott et al. 2008a,b) is that the scenario described
here involves a new class of GW signals, which should
be searched for in coincidence with GRBs. These would
have a longer duration (103 " 104 s) and a di"erent fre-
quency evolution than the type of GW signals currently
considered to be possibly associated with GRBs. More-
over, being delayed by minutes to ! 1 hour with respect
to the prompt !-ray trigger, the GW signal associated
with a GRB plateau would o"er the challenging possibil-
ity of an on-line detection. In light of the fact that the
Virgo4 and LIGO5 interferometers are now progressing
toward their enhanced/advanced configurations, and get-
ting prepared for performing on-line data analyses, this
prospect appears very appealing. It is worth noting that
despite a GW signal in coincidence with a GRB plateau
could also be searched o"-line by LIGO or Virgo, an on-
line detection would be highly preferable, since it could
serve as a trigger for ground-based optical follow-ups,
even if a GRB trigger alert is absent for any reason.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we briefly
describe how GRB afterglow plateaus are modeled in the
context of the magnetar model. In Sec. 3 we review
the main processes that can lead to GW emission as-
sociated with NS formation. The aim of this section is
to show that, among the di"erent mechanisms that can

4 www.virgo.infn.it
5 www.ligo.clatech.edu

Fig. 1.— Cartoon representation of the typical light curve behav-
ior observed by Swift XRT. The “standard” power-law decay with
index ! = !1.2 is preceded by a flat phase, lasting 102 ! 104 s,
during which the decay index is ! = !0.5 or flatter (Zhang et al.
2006).

come into play, the high e!ciency of the secular bar-
mode instability is conducive to producing GW signals
which are detectable also from relatively nearby extra-
galactic sources. Moreover, it develops on timescales
compatible with the observed durations of GRB plateaus.
Sec. 4 describes the general idea and particular aspects of
the scenario being explored here, and how it can explain
GRB afterglow plateaus with the presence of a magne-
tar whose spin-down includes both magnetic dipole and
bar-mode GW losses. In Sec. 5 we present the results of
our calculations, and in Sec. 6 we discuss these results,
summarizing our conclusions in Sec. 7.

2. GRB PLATEAUS IN THE MAGNETAR SCENARIO

Although a wide range of GRB progenitors end
in the formation of a BH-debris torus system, it
has been proposed that some progenitors may lead
to a highly magnetized rapidly rotating pulsar (e.g.
Usov 1992; Duncan & Thompson 1992; Thompson
1994; Yi & Blackman 1998; Blackman & Yi 1998;
Dai & Lu 1998; Kluzniak & Ruderman 1998;
Nakamura 1998; Spruit 1999; Wheeler et al. 2000;
Ruderman et al. 2000; Levan et al. 2006; Mereghetti
2008; Bucciantini et al. 2009), with such possibility
being realized not only in the case of long GRBs
associated to collapsars, but eventually also in scenarios
relevant for short GRBs, such as NS binary mergers
(Dai & Lu 1998, and references therein).

Fast rotating highly magnetized pulsars, are among
the class of progenitors that may be associated with
significant energy input in the fireball for timescales
longer than the !-ray emission, thus being relevant for
explaining GRB afterglow plateaus. A detailed analy-
sis of the observable e"ects linked to the presence of a
pulsar pumping energy into the fireball was performed
by Zhang & Mészáros (2001), the results of which we
briefly recall in what follows.

Consider the general scenario where the GRB is pow-
ered by a central engine that emits both an initial impul-
sive energy input, Eimp, as well as a continuous luminos-
ity, the latter varying as a power-law with time, i.e. L =

L0

!
T
T0

"q
where T is the observer’s time. This could be

ex. Cutler 02, Stella+ 05, Corsi & Meszaros 09, Passamonti+ 13  
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Figure 4 | Bolometric light curve and magnetar fit. Our PTF12dam bolometric light curve 

(open circles), comprising Swift observations in the near-ultraviolet, extensive griz imaging, 

and multi-epoch near-infrared (JHK) data (Supplementary Information section 5), is well fitted 

by our semi-analytic magnetar model21 (black line) (see Supplementary Information section 

5.4). This model, with magnetic field B ≈ 1014 G and spin period P ≈ 2.6 ms, can fit both the 

rise and decay times of the light curve. A large ejecta mass of ~10–16M
!

 is required—

significantly higher than typically found for type Ibc supernovae28, but similar to the highest 

estimates for SN 2011bm29 and SN 2003lw30 (though well below the >80M
!

 expected in 

PISNs). In the context of the magnetar model, the parameters of our fit are consistent with the 

observed spectroscopic relation to super-luminous supernovae of type I. Fits to a sample of 

such objects using the same model21 found uniformly lower ejected masses and higher 

magnetic fields than in PTF12dam. The large ejecta mass here results in a slow light-curve rise 

and broad peak compared to other super-luminous supernovae of type Ic2,3,21, and would 

explain the slower spectroscopic evolution, including why the spectrum is not fully nebular at 

200 days. The weaker B field means that the magnetar radiates away its rotational energy less 

power PTF 12dam radioactively, we constructed a bolometric light
curve from our near-ultraviolet to near-infrared photometry (Fig. 4).
PTF 12dam is brighter than SN 2007bi, and fitting it with radioactively
powered diffusion models18,20 requires ,15M[ of 56Ni in ,15–50M[
of ejecta — combinations that are not produced in any physical model
(Extended Data Fig. 6; Supplementary Information section 5.1). Further-
more, such large nickel fractions are clearly not supported by our spectra.

The combination of relatively fast rises and blue spectra, lacking ultra-
violet line blanketing, shows that PTF 12dam, PS1-11ap and probably SN
2007bi are not pair-instability explosions. We suggest here one model
that can consistently explain the data. A magnetar-powered supernova

can produce a light curve with the observed rise and decline rates as
the neutron star spins down and reheats the ejecta13,14,16,17. It has been
suggested that ,10% of core-collapses may form magnetars14. Although
their initial-spin distribution is unknown, periods> 1 ms are physically
plausible. This mechanism has already been proposed for SN 2007bi14, as
well as for fast-declining superluminous type-I supernovae2,21. We
fitted a magnetar-powered diffusion model21,22 to the bolometric light
curve of PTF 12dam (Fig. 4), and found a good fit for magnetic field
B < 1014 G and spin period P < 2.6 ms, with an ejecta mass of,10–16M[.
At peak, the r-band luminosities of PTF 12dam and PS1-11ap are ,1.5
times that of SN 2007bi. Scaling our light curve by this factor, our
model implies a similar ejected mass for SN 2007bi, with a slower-
spinning magnetar (P < 3.3 ms), comparable to previous models14.
If the magnetar theory is correct for normal superluminous type-I
supernovae2,21, our objects could be explained as a subset in which
larger ejected masses and weaker magnetic fields result in slower pho-
tometric and spectroscopic evolution.

This leaves no unambiguous PISN candidates within redshift z , 2
(although possible examples exist at higher redshift4). We used the pro-
perties of the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey (PS1 MDS, with a
nightly detection limit of ,23.5 mag in g,r,i-like filters21,23,24) to constrain
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Figure 3 | Spectral comparison with pair-instability and magnetar-driven
supernova models. a–c, We compare our ultraviolet and optical data to the
predictions of PISN7,8,13 and magnetar models13 (lines in models are identified
in refs 8 and 13). The absence of narrow lines and hydrogen/helium seems to
make interaction-powered colliding-shell models unlikely (for example, the
pulsational pair-instability; see Supplementary Information section 5.3). Model
spectra are matched to the observed flux in the region 5,500–7,000 Å. a, We
compare PS1-11ap to a Wolf–Rayet progenitor magnetar model (pm1p013) at
peak light (model spectra at later epochs do not currently exist in the literature).
The magnetar energy input is equivalent to several solar masses of 56Ni, in ejecta
of only 6.94M[. The high internal-energy-to-ejecta-mass ratio keeps the ejecta
hot and relatively highly ionized, resulting in a blue continuum to match our
observations. Moreover, this energy source does not demand the high mass of
metals intrinsic to the PISN scenario7,8. Redward of the Mg II line at 2,800 Å, this
model shows many of the same Fe III and O II lines dominating the observed
spectra, although the strengths of the predicted Si III and C III lines in the
near-ultraviolet are greater than those observed in PS1-11ap. We also compare
PTF12dam at peak to a 130M[ He core PISN model7. The model spectrum has
intrinsically red colours below 5,000 Å owing to many overlapping lines from
the large mass of iron-group elements and intermediate-mass elements. Our
rest-frame ultraviolet spectra of PS1-11ap, and ultraviolet photometry of
PTF12dam, show that the expected line blanketing/absorption is not observed.
b, PTF12dam compared to models of 125–130M[ PISNs7,8 at 55 days.
Although the observed spectrum has cooled, the models still greatly
under-predict the flux blueward of 5,000 Å. c, PS1-11ap, at 78 days, compared
to 100–130M[ PISN models7,8 at similar epochs. Again, our observations are
much bluer than PISN models. In particular, PS1-11ap probes the flux below
3,000 Å, where we see the greatest discrepancy.
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Figure 4 | Bolometric light curve and magnetar fit. Our PTF 12dam
bolometric light curve (open circles), comprising Swift observations in the
near-ultraviolet, extensive griz imaging, and multi-epoch near-infrared (JHK)
data (Supplementary Information section 5), is well fitted by our semi-analytic
magnetar model21 (black line) (see Supplementary Information section 5.4).
This model, with magnetic field B < 1014 G and spin period P < 2.6 ms, can fit
both the rise and decay times of the light curve. A large ejecta mass
of ,10–16M[ is required—significantly higher than typically found for type
Ibc supernovae28, but similar to the highest estimates for SN 2011bm29 and SN
2003lw30 (though well below the .80M[ expected in PISNs). In the context
of the magnetar model, the parameters of our fit are consistent with the
observed spectroscopic relation to super-luminous supernovae of type I. Fits to
a sample of such objects using the same model21 found uniformly lower ejected
masses and higher magnetic fields than in PTF 12dam. The large ejecta
mass here results in a slow light-curve rise and broad peak compared to other
super-luminous supernovae of type Ic2,3,21, and would explain the slower
spectroscopic evolution, including why the spectrum is not fully nebular at
200 days. The weaker B field means that the magnetar radiates away its
rotational energy less rapidly, so that more of the heating takes place at later
times; this gives the impression of a radioactive tail. Higher ejected mass and
weaker magnetar wind may account for the lower velocities in slowly declining
events. Also shown for comparison are bolometric light curves of model
PISNs7,8 from 80–130M[ He cores (coloured lines). Although PISNs from less
massive progenitors do show faster rise times, the rise of PTF 12dam is too
steep to be consistent with the PISN explosion of a He core that is sufficiently
massive to generate its observed luminosity. Errors bars, 61s photometry,
combined in quadrature.
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%
= 1. Thus, in the inertial frame, fluid parti-

cles on the star’s surface are characterized by an angular
frequency:

!eff = "!0# = ! ! " (7)

Since the gravitational radiation reaction acts like a
potential force, the fluid circulation along the equator of
the star,

C =

&

equator
!u0 · d!l = "a1a2#0, (8)

where d!l is taken along the star’s equator and #0 is the
vorticity in the inertial frame, is conserved in the absence
of viscosity (Lai, Rasio & Shapiro 1993). Therefore, the
NS will follow a sequence of Riemann-S ellipsoids with
constant circulation. Treating the NS as a polytrope of
index n (Chandrasekhar 1939), total mass M , and in-
dicating with R0 the radius of the non-rotating, spher-
ical equilibrium polytrope with same mass M , one has
(Lai & Shapiro 1995):

C̄ =
C$

GM3R0
= !

MknC

5"
$

GM3R0
(9)

where G is the gravitational constant; kn is a con-
stant which depends on the index n of the considered
polytrope (see e.g. Lai, Rasio & Shapiro 1993). Note
that C̄ = C/

$
GM3R0 is an adimensional quantity, C =

!(knMC)/(5") has the dimensions of an angular mo-
mentum, and both are proportional to the conserved cir-
culation C. It can be shown that (Lai & Shapiro 1995):

C = I" !
2

5
knMa1a2! (10)

where I = knM(a2
1+a2

2)/5 is the NS moment of inertia
with respect to the rotational axis. Along the secular
equilibrium sequence, we write the NS spin-down law as
(Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):

dE

dT
= !

B2
pR6!4

eff

6c3
!

32GI2$2!6

5c5
= Ldip + LGW (11)

where E is the NS total energy, LGW = dEGW /dT ac-
counts for GW losses, while Ldip = dEdip/dT for mag-
netic dipole ones. Here $ = (a2

1 ! a2
2)/(a2

1 + a2
2) is

the ellipticity; Bp is the dipolar field strength at the
poles; ! is the pattern angular frequency of the ellip-
soidal figure; R is the mean stellar radius ; c is the
light speed; T is the time measured in an inertial frame
where the pulsar is at rest. Ldip is computed conserving
the magnetic field flux over a sphere of radius equal to
the mean stellar radius (i.e. BpR2 = const = Bp,0R2

0
along the sequence, where R is the geometrical mean of

the ellipsoid principal axes), and using the e#ective an-
gular frequency !eff , which includes both the pattern
speed and the e#ects of the internal fluid motions. The

use of !eff = "!0# =
$

1
r!

|'r! % !u0|
%

accounts for the

fact that in the frozen-in magnetic field approximation
(see e.g. Goldreich & Julian 1969; Baym et al. 1969;
Thompson & Duncan 1996; Morsink & Rezania 2002;
Thompson et al. 2002) the magnetic field lines are in
e#ect tied to the fluid particles on the stellar surface.
Note that !eff (and the corresponding dipole loss term)
is measured in the inertial frame, which is where we com-
pute dE/dT as well.

Once (C̄, n, M, R0, Bp,0) are assigned, each configura-
tion along a constant-C̄ sequence is completely deter-
mined specifying the axis-ratio x = a2/a1 in the ellip-
soid equatorial plane. Thus, all relevant quantities can
be considered as functions of x only, and Eq. (11) can
be written as:

dx

dT
=

Ldip(x) + LGW (x)

dE/dx
(12)

We solve the above equation numerically, with its right
hand side evaluated along a constant-C̄ Riemann-S se-
quence, and imposing an initial condition su$ciently
near to a uniformly rotating Maclaurin spheroid, (x(ti) =
xi & 1) of the given circulation C̄.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we compare the luminosity emitted in GWs,
computed with (black-solid line) or without (black-dash-
dotted line) the addition of the dipole loss term (red-
dashed line) in Eq. (11), for a typical choice of pa-
rameters, (C̄, n, M, R0, Bp,0) = (!0.41, 1, 1.4 M", 20 km,
1014 G). Note that C̄ = !0.41 corresponds to a value
of % = 0.20 for the initial Maclaurin configuration, i.e.
in the middle of the 0.14 < % < 0.27 range for the
secular instability. As evident from the lower panel of
Fig. 2, as long as the circulation is conserved, !eff
remains nearly constant during all the evolution, and
|Ldip| ' 3 % 1047ergs/s = L0 (upper panel, red-dashed
line). As underlined in Sec. 2, energy pumped into the
fireball at a constant rate is su$cient to explain the
observed temporal behavior of afterglow plateaus (i.e.
& ! !0.5, see Fig. 1). For what concerns the duration
of the plateau, for a GRB with impulsive isotropic energy
of the order of Eimp ' 1050 ergs, the e#ect of the energy
injection in the light curve will become visible after a
time Tc ' Eimp/L0 ' (1050ergs)/(3 % 1047ergs/s) ' 300
s (see the red-dashed line in Fig. 2 and Sec. 3),
which is about in the middle of the observed range for
Tbreak,1 ' 100!500 s (see Fig. 1). Supposing the energy
injection ends or starts fading significantly when the star
approaches the final Dedekind state (see the discussion
at the end of this section), the GRB light curve will re-
turn to its standard behavior after Tbreak,2 ! 103, to be
compared with the observed range of 103 ! 104 s. Thus,
for a GRB with such impulsive energy, the properties of
the plateau associated to the NS secular evolution are in
agreement with those typically observed7.

7 Note that in our discussion we are neglecting redshift e!ects,
since we are interested in nearby GRBs at z ! 0.035, i.e. having
luminosity distances dL ! 150 Mpc.
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Figure 4. Evolution in time of the radius, R
PWN

, and the mag-

netic field strength, B
PWN

, of a pulsar wind nebula, assuming no

shell disruption (Eqs. 10 and 12) and ⌘
B

= 0.01, calculated for a
SN ejecta with M

ej

= 5M� and E
ej

= 1051 erg s�1, embedding

a pulsar with dipole magnetic field of B = 1013 G and period
P
i

= 1ms.

Eqs. (9,10). More detailed modelings of the dynamical evo-
lution of pulsar-driven supernova remnants can be found in
Reynolds & Chevalier (1984).

The magnetic field strength in the pulsar wind nebula
can then be estimated assuming a fraction of magnetization
⌘

B

of the luminosity injected by the wind (see Fig. 4)

B

PWN

=

✓
8⇡⌘

B

Z
t

0

L

p

(t0)dt0
◆

1/2

R

PWN

(t)�3/2

. (13)

The value of ⌘
B

could vary between 0.01 � 1, according to
pulsar wind nebulae.

3 BOLOMETRIC RADIATION

In what follows, we calculate the total radiation expected
from the supernova ejecta+pulsar wind nebula. The evolu-
tion of the ejecta is computed assuming a one zone core-
collapse model. This approximation is debatable for times
t . t

d

, as the radiation should be mainly emitted in the
central regions, close to the pulsar wind nebula, and not
uniformly distributed as the matter over a single shell. This
is not expected to be limiting for our study however, as we
are most interested in the late-time light curves (a few years
after the explosion), when the ejecta starts to become opti-
cally thin.

How much energy of the pulsar wind will be trans-
formed into radiation depends on many factors such as the
nature of the wind (leptonic, hadronic or Poynting flux
dominated), the e�ciency of particle acceleration and of
radiative processes. In a first step, these conditions can be
parametrized by setting a fraction ⌘

�

of the wind energy
E

p

that is converted to radiative energy (thermal or non
thermal) in the pulsar wind nebula.

Under the one zone model approximation, the radiation
pressure dominates throughout the remnant, P = E

int

/3V ,
with V the volume of the ejecta. The internal energy then
follows the law:

1
t

@

@t

[E
int

t] = ⌘

�

L

p

(t)� L

rad

(t) . (14)

The radiated luminosity L

rad

depends on the ejecta optical
depth:

L

rad

(t)
4⇡R2

=
E

int

c

(4⇡/3)R3

t > t

thin

(15)

=
E
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(4⇡/3)⌧R3

t 6 t

thin

(16)

which yields

L
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(t) =
3
�

ej
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t > t
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(17)

=
E

int

t

t

2

d

t 6 t

thin

(18)

where we note �

ej

⌘ v

ej

/c. For t < t

thin

, we assumed that
the totality of the luminosity ⌘

�

L

p

deposited in the ejecta
as photons is thermalized, and used the di↵usion transport
approximation Arnett (1980). In the optically thin regime,
photons do not di↵use and propagate straight out of the
ejecta.

Equation (14) yields
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The hypergeometric functions are noted:

h

1

(x) ⌘
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F

1

(1, 1 + 3/�
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, 2 + 3/�
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,�x) (21)
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Note that L
rad

(t) ⇠ ⌘

�

L

p

(t) for t > t

thin

.
To calculate the total bolometric radiated luminos-

ity, we add to L

rad

(t) the contribution of the ordinary
core-collapse supernova radiation L

SN

(t). L

SN

(t) is cal-
culated following Eq. (5) of Chatzopoulos et al. (2012),
assuming an initial luminosity output of 1042 erg/s, as is
estimated by Woosley & Heger (2002) in their Eq. (41), for
M

ej

= 5M� and E

ej

= 1051 erg s�1. L
SN

only contributes
when E

p

< E

SN

.

Fig. 5 presents the bolometric luminosity radiated from
the ejecta+PWN system for various sets of pulsar parame-
ters. Again, the Arnett (1980) approximation is not neces-
sarily valid for t < t

d

, where the radiation should not be
distributed over the whole ejecta. Even with a ⌘

�

< 10%,
the plateau in the light curve a few years after the explosion
is highly luminous, especially for P = 1ms. This high lumi-
nosity plateau stems from the injection of the bulk of the
pulsar rotational energy a few years after the supernova ex-
plosion. The luminosity is quickly suppressed for high B (for
magnetar-type objects), due to the fast spin-down. Super-
novae embedding isolated millisecond pulsars with standard
magnetic field strengths would thus present unique radiative
features observable a few years after their birth.

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10

Kashiyama, KM+ in prep, KM, Kashiyama+ in prep. 

case A 
Bp = 8×1013 G, Bt = 2×1015 G, 

P0 = 3 ms, Mej = 10 Msun 

case B 
Bp = 1×1014 G, Bt = 4×1016 G,  

P0 = 3 ms, Mej = 10 Msun  
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but at 100 GeV. The CTA sensitivity (with the duty
factor of 30%) is overlaid instead of the Fermi one (CTA Consortium 2010).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 8. Light curves of early and late jets in the late dissipation model at
various energy bands. Syn and SSC come from synchrotron and SSC emission
by relativistic electrons accelerated at the external shock of the early jet.
LP represents the assumed seed photon emission from the late jet, which is
responsible for shallow-decay X-ray emission, and EIC is the EIC emission
by Compton scatterings of late prompt photons by electrons accelerated at the
external shock. The parameter set is the same as that used in the caption of
Figure 4. Note that the attenuation by pair creation both inside and outside the
source is taken into account.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

sense, the EIC emission in the late internal dissipation model
can be distinguished from the predictions of other models, such
as SSC emission from the late jet or SSC afterglow emission in
modified FS models. The time evolution of the EIC emission is
understood from YEIC = t!1

EIC(!e,c)/t!1
syn(!e,c). If electrons with

!e,c are in the Thomson regime (which is not always true), we
expect YEIC " LLP/R

2!2B2 " T !"LP+1. On the other hand,
the synchrotron luminosity in the slow cooling case obeys
Lc

SSC " T !p/2 from Equation (30). Then, we roughly expect
Ec

EICFc
EIC # xYEIC(EcF c) " T !"LP+1!p/2, which declines more

rapidly than the shallow-decay emission. For example, for
p # 2.4 and "LP # 0.2, we have EFEIC " T !0.4. When
the KN effect plays a role, the temporal index is somewhat
steeper, which seems consistent with the numerical results. The
break time of the shallow-decay emission is Ta # 103 s, but
the EIC flux does not decline for a while even after Ta. This is
because seed photons interacting with FS electrons come from
backward (# # 0), leading to suppressed EIC emission toward
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Figure 9. Gamma-ray spectra of EIC and SSC emission in the late internal
dissipation emission model at T = 102.6 s (thin) and T = 103.6 s (thick), but
the source redshift is taken as z = 1. Source parameters are the same as that
used in the caption of Figure 3. The EBL attenuation is included in EIC and
SSC, but not included in EIC (intrinsic) and SSC (intrinsic). One can see that it
is crucial for detections by Cherenkov telescopes.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the observer, while photons passing through the FS with angles
of # $= 0, which significantly contribute to the EIC flux, are
delayed compared to non-scattered photons from # # 0. Note
that the timescale of this delay is of order of R/!2c # T , which
is understood from the fact that EIC emission induced by an
impulsive seed photon emission lasts until we observe photons
entering the FS region with # # 1/!.

From Figures 3 and 7, for our typical parameter sets, the
EIC emission is expected at energies larger than 10 GeV. As
we can see, the EBL attenuation is moderate for nearby GRBs,
though it becomes crucial for distant bursts (see below). At such
very high energies, observations by Cherenkov telescopes such
as MAGIC, VERITAS, HAWC, and CTA are more promising.
Although no clear detections have been obtained so far (Abdo
et al. 2007; Albert et al. 2007; Aharonian et al. 2009; Aleksić
et al. 2010), future observations with HAWC and CTA would
improve the chances for this, and either detections or non-
detections are important to test the model. Detections by Fermi
are limited at late times, but they are being made in the earlier
afterglow phase. However, note that the synchrotron or SSC
emission is more important than the EIC emission at the earlier
phase (especially just after the prompt emission), which can be
expected from Equation (40). Also, the SSC emission from the
late jet, which has been discussed in the previous section, can
be relevant in the GeV range (e.g., in the magnetic dissipation
scenario), while the EIC emission and/or SSC emission from
the early jet will be dominant in the 100 GeV range.

We have considered in our calculations the EBL attenuation,
using the low-IR model developed by Kneiske et al. (2004).
Detecting gamma rays at very high energies above 100 GeV is
prevented by this EBL attenuation. Even for a burst at z = 0.3,
we have seen that the EBL attenuation largely degrades the
resulting fluxes at !300 GeV. For a burst at higher redshifts, the
situation becomes worse. In Figures 9–11, results for z = 1
are shown, where the EBL attenuation becomes crucial at
!100 GeV. The EIC and SSC peak energies are higher than
the cutoff by the EBL attenuation, so that both of the EIC and
SSC fluxes are largely degraded. However, detections around
#10 GeV appear still promising at earlier times, even though
they are difficult at late times.
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external shock 

γ rays will support  
internal origins  



Implications 
•  GWs: detectable for P0<3-4 ms, Bp<1014 G, Bt>1016 G  

for Virgo, SNe are dim so X/γ rays are relevant 
•  MeV, GeV, EeV νs & UHE γs might also be detected 
•  Successful GW & EM detections allow us to determine 

P0, Bt, Bp → link between engines & emission  
•  Even only EM give clues to theoretical issues: 
σ problem - what happens in the early phase? 
roles of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities etc. 

•  Origin of magnetic fields: dynamo vs fossil 
- Galactic magnetars are associated with non-HNRs. 
- SLSNe-Ic and GRBs are very rare 
GWs may help the dynamo scenario to be consistent 



Summary 
X/γ rays are powerful  
•  NS-NS, NS-BH: promising multimessenger sources 

- GW+EM → addressing short GRB origins 
- detailed X-ray follow-ups → remnant, precursor 

•  Long GRBs and related supernovae:  
potentially interesting GW sources 
and promising X/γ-ray counterparts  
- LL GRBs and peculiar SNe may be relevant 
- important not to miss nearby SNe (cf. ν) 
- shock breakout 
- example: newborn fast-rotating pulsars 


